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Radakovich named as AD successor
Tigers nab Georgia Tech's Athletic Director to replace the retiring Terry Don Phillips.
ROBBIE TINSLEY
SPORTS EDITOR

Clemson has found their man
to replace the retiring Terry Don
Phillips as athletic director, and at
a press conference Monday in the
McFadden Team Room, President
James
Barker
introduced
Dan
Radakovich as Phillips' successot.
"Dan Radakovich understands the
academic, business and competitive
aspects
of
college
athletics,"
Barker said. "He has been successful
in the ACC and SEC, and he is
known and respected among coaches
and athletic directors nationwide."
Radakovich comes to Clemson
from nearby Atlanta, where he has
held the position of athletic director
at Georgia Tech for the past six years.
According to Barker, he was
selected after a national search
that included over 30 candidates.
Those candidates came from every
BCS conference, two mid-major
conferences and two conference
offices, as well as some professional
organizations and the private sector.
"I am truly honored to be joining
the Clemson family, and I wish to

President Barker looks on as new Athletic Director Dan Radakovich speaks with the media for the first time.

express my appreciation to President
Barker and the board of trustees
for this incredible opportunity,"
Radakovich
said.
"Clemson : is
synonymous with success on and off
the fields of competition, and I look
forward to continuing the tradition
of excellence."
He will become the 13th person
to hold the office of Athletic Director
at Clemson in its history and only
the 5th since 1940.
Transparency throughout the
department was something that was
hit on very quickly.
"In today's intercollegiate world,
I believe strongly that it is necessary
for a department to allow its alumni,
fans and friends to understand how
we do things," Radakovich said.
*We need to be transparent and we
need to be communicative as that
forms the backbone of support to
our program."
He elaborated on that point later
in the conference when he said, "I
think we, people, are thinking about
giving up their resources; they need

see DIRECTOR page C9

Barkers host
trick-or-treat

ALD helps with Clemson
Elementary Fall Festival

CLEMSONLiVE sponsors fall festival.

Honor fraternity volunteers at local elementary school.

HANNAH CLEVELAND
STAFF WRITER

On Halloween, CLEMSONLiVE
put on a Fall Festival at the
Carillon Gardens on campus,
with Halloween activities ranging
from pumpkin painting, pumpkin
bowling, ring toss, hayrides and
trick-or-treating with the Barkers.
The event was an opportunity for
new members of CLEMSONLiVE
to plan an event. William Senn,
the Competitions Director of
CLEMSONLiVE said, "It is one of
our favorite events because our new
members always bring such a new
and lively twist to events, and this
event proved to be no different."

- New to this year's Fall Fest was
live music by Xander Fly. "I think
it was a great addition because he
plays awesome music," Senn said.
Students seemed to enjoy their
music. "Having music during the
event was fun because it gave the
event more ambiance and made it
feel like a high-profile event," Clara
Waddell, a sophomore, said.
"I really loved the hayride
and the trick-or-treating because
hayrides are something that I
always associate with fall and it
isn't your typical college Halloween
experience," Alex Wall, a student,
said. Clemson Dancers brought in a

ANDY BROWN
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

Clemson Elementary held a Fall
Festival on Saturday, Oct. 27, for the
first time in four years, with Clemson
University students helping to make
the event possible.
Members of Clemson honoi
fraternity Alpha Lambda Delta
volunteered to run different games
at the event, and they provided
funding to support activities fot
the kids. "This is hopefully the first
of many years that ALD will help
with the Clemson Elementary Fall
Festival. It seemed like the perfect

see TREAT page A7
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W.E. Lead brings women's leadership
Oct. 26 kicked off a program for women's studies with a conference featuring women leaders.
KATHERINE LALLA
NEWS EDITOR

The W.E. Lead campaign for
women's leadership was launched on
Friday, Oct. 26, with a conference
that celebrated the 25th Anniversary
of Women's Studies at Clemson
University. The next 25 years of
the program will focus on women's
leadership,
beginning with the
institution of a women's leadership
major in the fall of 2013. "It will have
a focus on women's achievements,
past and present, and it will have a
core of leadership classes that look
at strategies and skills that women
need to succeed and go beyond that,"
Director of the Women's Studies
program, Diane Perpich, said.
The event featured notable
woman leaders beginning with an
introduction from Provost Dori
Helms. "I used to talk about 'force
= mass x acceleration,' one of my
favorite sayings when it comes to
breaking the glass ceiling. It takes
mass ... a number of women of the
centuries who have created that mass
and it takes acceleration, the ability
to get out and speak your voice ... it's
that force that has broken the glass
ceiling," Helms said.
Keynote speaker Nell Merlino,
who is the Founder and President of

Count Me In for Women's Economic
Dependence, spoke to the idea of
women understanding their ideas
and having the confidence to pursue
them. "The two biggest things are
confidence and finance ... confidence
comes from capability ... and the
finance thing is going to get solved
as we become more confident,"
Merlino said.
"What are you all going to be
leading in 25 years? Part of leadership
is understanding who you are and
what you need to be a leader ... What
do you do? What are you good at?"
Merlino challenged the audience.
SistahDoctahs, an organization
for women of color originally founded
at the University of Georgia, hosted
a panel and discussed overcoming
obstacles that might stand in your
way, especially as a woman of color.
A STEM (Science, Technology,
Engineering and Math) Panel was
present to address issues woman face
in male-dominated career areas. Their
central focus was engineering and
involving women into the emphasis,
keeping them in this area in college
and then pursuing a career in the
area. "A lot of times, our growth is
limited by the world we find ourselves
in, and if you want to grow you
have to look at the spiritual, mental
and physical elements of your life,"

Director of Program Development
Pipeline and Hazardous Materials
Safety Administration for the U.S.
Department
of
Transportation,
Felicia Boyd, said.
An overarching theme of women
helping women was present for
each speaker.
Madeleine Albright
once said "There is a special place
in hell for women who don't help
other women." The SistahDoctahs
reminded the audience that "finding
a place that works for you" helps
get you through challenges and
reach your goals. "SistahDoctahs
gives me ability to mentor some of
the same women that are coming
along in tracts that I have followed,"
Augusta Baker Endowed Chair
in Childhood Literacy, Michelle
Martin, said.
"The conference was beneficial
to me first and foremost because it
provided great women role models.
I learned that women don't have to
change who they are to lead. We
bring unique qualities to the table
that have proven to bring about
positive results. The conference also
reinforced what I'm learning about
leadership at Clemson, because the
successful women are applying what
I'm taught in their lives," Grace
Heyne, a sophomore economics
major, said.

Is Facebook a
crucial part of
relationships?
JACOB BOJESSON
THE DAILY ATHENAEUM
WEST VIRGINIA

U. VIA UWIRE

A popular saying with students — "It's not
official until it's on Facebook," - may be more
accurate than people realize.
A study co-conducted by David Westerman,
assistant professor of communication studies at
West Virginia U., showed publicly displaying
romantic relationships on Facebook is a sign of
commitment.
"It's very similar to wearing a wedding ring.
You're publicly showing people 'look I'm connected
to this other person. I'm letting everyone know,'"
Westerman said. "If you show it publicly, it makes
it that much more meaningful."
Just as social media has become a way to
connect with friends and family, they have also
become a tool to build and maintain relationships.
"For me, it came about from seeing social
networking sites as being this place where a lot of
these things can play out," Westerman said. "(How
they are) providing opportunities for people who
live apart but also who live relatively close to each
other, to maintain relationships by communicating
through these channels."
Alongside Stephanie Tong of Wayne State U.
in Detroit, Westerman investigated how the nature
of romantic relationships are affected by Facebook.
Westerman put up an ad on MIX in September
looking for people currendy involved in a romantic
relationship with someone they are friends with
on Facebook.
In the study, 306 participants were asked a
series of questions about how satisfied they were
with their communication on Facebook and how

supported they felt by their network.
"We asked them some questions about how
they interact with their partner through the private
parts of Facebook and through the public part,"
Westerman said. "We wanted to see how they
played some of these things out on Facebook."
Westerman and Tong are still analyzing
the results of the study, and no statistics have
been released.
What the preliminary results of the study
show is people who display their relationship more
openly on Facebook tend to feel closer to one
another than people who don't.
Westerman believes the idea of being "Facebook
official" may play more significant role than
many think.
"If you're doing this publicly, you're showing
that commitment," Westerman said. "Everyone else
in your network knows it, and they can call you on
it if you do something stupid."
The private interactions on Facebook,
including messaging and chatting, don't seem
to play as big a role in relationships - to
Westerman's surprise.
"It might be that people don't just do it very
often," Westerman said. "Facebook is meant to be
a public channel, although it certainly has some
private parts to it."
Westerman said he is satisfied with the results
of the study, as they prove much of the criticism of
social networking sites is unwarranted.
"A lot of people say: 'These kids today - they're
only interacting on Facebook, and they're not
having real relationships,' This study shows that
might not be the case," Westerman said.
Westerman and Tong are hoping to finalize
their research by early November.

"We
are
reinventing
our
programs for the student body that is
here on campus today. Women have
come so far, we have a ways to go,
but we've come so far that we don't
need to fight necessarily the same
battles that women's studies has in

the past. What we're looking to dc
is to raise the visibility of womer
leaders and to show young women
how they can become leaders, tc
get them in front of people whc
will help them become leaders,'
Perpich said.

Nell Merlino was the keynote speaker for the conference.

Excess coffee
drinkin could lead
to adu vision loss
TRICIA VAUGHAN
THE CRIMSON WHITE

U. ALABAMA VIA UWIRE
Students searching for a caffeine kick to
get through midterms may want to think twice
before taking a sip of Java. Researchers at Harvard
Medical School and othet health research
institutions recently published a study showing
a connection between coffee consumption and
vision loss.
The study, published in "Investigative
Ophthalmology and Visual Science," revealed
that adults who drink three or more cups of
caffeinated coffee a day are 34 percent more
likely to develop primary open-angle glaucoma.
The chronic disease affects one percent of
the population and occurs when the eye swells,
which deteriorates optic nerve cells.
As more optic nerve cells die, blind spots
begin to form.
Often those with the condition don't even
realize they're losing their eye sight since there are
no symptoms tied to it.
The study also found that other caffeinated
dtinks like soda and tea had no link to POAG.
The good news for coffee addicts is that only
participants with a family history of glaucoma
and over the age of 40 later experienced the
vision loss from drinking multiple cups of
joe daily.
The author of the study, Jae Hee Kang,
ScD, of Channing Division Network of
Medicine at Brigham and Women's Hospital
in Boston, Mass., spoke with "Science Daily"
about the impact the study may have on future
dietary studies.

"Because this is the first study to evaluate
the association between caffeinated coffee and
exfoliation glaucoma in a U.S. population;
confirmation of these results in other populations
would be needed to lend more credence to the
possibility that caffeinated coffee might be a
modifiable risk factor for glaucoma," Kang told
Science Daily. "It may also lead to tesearch intc
other dietary or lifestyle factors as risk factors."
Although the Harvard study makes drinking
coffee seem like an everlasting veil of darknes;
for the eyes, there are many perks the energizing
drink has to offer. Research has found coffee
drinkers have a 50 percent less chance o!
developing liver cancer and a lower possibility
of colon, breast and rectal cancer than those whc
don't. Avid coffee drinkers are also less likely tc
get diabetes.
Not everyone who consumes large quantities
of coffee daily will develop POAG. Those al
risk of acquiring the chronic disease are people
40 and older; those with relatives who have the
condition; people with high intraocular pressure;
and those with diabetes. The disease is also more
prominent in some ethnicities such as Africans;
Asians and Latinos.
The Glaucoma Foundation recommends
everyone under 40 years of age should have ar
eye exam every three to four years. Those over 4C
should be tested at least every one and half yearsL
while people 40 and older with one of the risli
factors should get tested annually.
Remember: Moderation is key in everything
whether genetically.jinxed with a family history
of glaucoma or not. So fellow coffee lovers, don'i
feel like you have to put down that cup of joe
just yet.
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MATT ABRAMS, STAFF WRITER
On Friday, Oct. 26, Life in Color's The
E.N.D. Tour hosted a show on Clemson's
Campus Beach. The name of the 2012
tour, "E.N.D." stands for "electronic never
dies" referring to the electronic music
played at the concert. The name plays off
the buzz about the Mayan Calendar which
says this year marks the end of the world.
This is the last year that the event will be
referred to as Dayglow, as the concert series
completes its transition to its new name,
Life in Color.
Life in Color prides itself on being
more than just a concert but a complete
performance experience. The event has
not only music and their well-known
paint cannons, but also 3-D lasers, giant
LED screens, acrobats, costumes and
much more.
Dayglow is well-known for the paint
they spray, blast and shoot all over the
crowd. However, it is more than just
getting people colorful. "The paint adds
an element of comfort. It takes away the
awkwardness that can come with being at
an event with a couple thousand strangers.
Everybody is splashing paint on everybody
and enjoying the music. You're having
a great time not just with the friends
you came with but with people you may
have never even seen before the concert,"
Associate Director of Photography for Life
in Color, Daniel Quinones, said.
Everyone began pouring into the
concert area at the beach with neon shirts,
shorts and glasses. "I've never seen this
much neon and white in one place in
my life, tonight is going crazy," Rokel

Mercado, a Clemson student, said.
On the biggest LED screen, there
was an hour long countdown to when
the first paint cannons would go off.
As more and more people came in and
the countdown crept closer and closer,
costumed performers ranging from an
astronaut to an alien wearing stilts came
out to fire up the crowd.
With 10 seconds left, the crowd of
over 3,500 people was roaring as smoke
and confetti exploded out from the stage;
then came the paint. The organizers had
decided to use mostly orange paint because
they were at Clemson and it was close to
Halloween. The paint cannons went off,
and paint flew everywhere as the crowd
jumped to the deafening electronic jams.
The DJs mixed up the music from
classic rock to hardcore rap with electronic
beats. Savoy, the headliner, stuck to his
completely electronic style with groundshaking bass. "The songs just kept getting
better and better. I couldn't pick a favorite,
to be honest. They were all great," Ethan
Lord, a Clemson student, said.
As the night continued with more
paint, more music and more lights, the
crowd was there dancing until the very last
song. "I was expecting it to be great but
the show was absolutely amazing; it was an
incredible night," Tracy McGee, a Clemson
student, said.
When asked to describe Life in Color
in one word after the show, students
responded with "Crazy," "Exhilarating,"
"Orange,"
"Paint-tacular,"
"Bright"
and "Bass-tastic."
A crowd of over 3,500 people are blasted with orange paint as they dance to electronic music.
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Hurricane Sandy barrels through
Northeastern States
Category 1 storm brings devastation to states and leaves millions without electricity.
ALYSSA JACK
STAFF WRITER

Early this week students dealt
with gusting winds and some chilling
temperatures, as well as concerns for
family and friends in the Northeast.
One student, Nicholas Thomas,
has family in Frederick, Md. "I was
worried of course, so I made sure
I called right away. There's a lot of
flooding, and no one has power,"
Thomas said.
Hurricane Sandy crashed down
on many states; New York, New
Jersey, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Delaware
and Maryland were some of the ones
that were most severely affected
with damage. Schools everywhere
announced delays and closings, and
Wal-Mart's shelves were cleared
as everyone prepared to brace
the weather.
Three nuclear power plants
shut down and businesses around
the country closed. Flights were
cancelled, and public transportation
was put to a halt.
Thirty-nine percent of our
students are from out of state, so it
is no surprise that Hurricane Sandy
hit home. Many students anxiously
watch the news as they worry about
family and friends.
"As we watch the news reports
concerning the hurricane's devastating
effects, let's take a moment to offer
friendship and support to our fellow
students, faculty and staff who
are affected by this disaster. Many
members of the Clemson family call
those states home, and many more

have family and friends who live
among the destroyed cities ... let's
keep our Northeastern neighbors and
the Clemson students, faculty and
staff affected in our thoughts and
prayers," Associate Vice President
for Student Affairs and Dean of
Students, Joy Smith, said in an email
to the student body on Wednesday.
It is estimated that 8.1 million
people were left without electricity.
Edward Collins, a Clemson senior,
said, "I have friends in New York,
and they're living by candle light."
With
family
in
Queens,
Manhattan and Valley Stream, N.Y.,
freshman Ian O'Keefe said, "Basically,
New York is on lockdown. LaGuardia
Airport is like a lake. All of the flights
are cancelled. No one can get to work
because the Metropolitan Transit
Authority is shut down, and many
people in the city don't own cars.
The tunnels are flooded. There was
a 13-foot surge of water. I can't even
imagine that."
The typically busy streets of
the city now resemble rivers, and
the New York Stock Exchange still
remained closed on Wednesday.
Brock Goodling, a sophomore, is
making sure he communicates with
everyone from his hometown.
"We're all worried about my
cousin who's stuck in Philadelphia,
and everyone is afraid of the property
damage too, with all of the wind and
rain," Goodling said.
The governor of New Jersey,
Chris Christie, said, "The level of
devastation on the Jersey Shore
is unthinkable."

Hurricane Sandy, a category 1 storm, made landfall in the Northeast on Oct. 29.
The damage is more than
just flooding and power outages.
West Virginia has received heavy
snowstorms. In some areas, there
have been up to 30 inches of snow.
Workers are currently doing their

best to restore power and heat to the
estimated 300,000 without it, and
many restaurants ate cooking food
for the rescue workers.
Experts are comparing Hurricane
Sandy's impact to Hurricane Irene's,

which hit the east coast in August
2011. However, relief efforts are
already under way, and people are
becoming more optimistic,
"It's tough, but I know now that
everyone will be okay," Thomas said.

Racing Regattas to raise money
Community teams row for local non-profits in an event sponsored by the women's rowing team.
ERIN GOTTERBARM
STAFF WRITER

The
Clemson
University
Women's rowing team partnered with
locally-sponsored
amateur
teams
to compete in races raising money
for local non-profit organizations.
The event, known as the inaugural
Team Up for Clemson. Regatta Event,
was organized by the Joint CityUniversity Advisory Board.
Starting at 9 a.m. on Saturday,
Oct. 27, different teams made up
of community members began
rowing for a cause, ultimately raising
approximately $8,000 worth of funds
to be distributed to the charities.
The money will go to the nonprofits: Clemson Community Care,
Clemson Free Clinic, Clemson Area
African American Museum, Clemson
ARTS
Center,
Clemson
Child
Development Center and Littlejohn
Community Center.
Sardis Den, a local restaurant,
sponsored a high school JROTC
team to participate which won the
Community Business Division.

"My students used their ROTC
training to row with a cadence,"
Retired Senior Master Sergeant Jesse
Cranford, who served as his team's
captain, said. The "Sardis Shark Bait"
team won the Community Business
Division.
The University Club Rowing
Team volunteeted at the event. "The
best part is while raising money for
charities, we can introduce more
people to the sport and our great
programs here at Clemson," Synda
Howard, one of the club's athletes,
said.
"It was a great opportunity to
support local community charities
and join together with our university
programs. We were very excited about
the opportunity to partner with the
Joint City-University Advisory Board
to help create a successful event,"
Robbie Tenebaum, the coach for
the Dl Clemson Women's Rowing
Team, said.
With six divisions racing every
hour to compete in the President's
Cup Final, there were opportunities
for several teams to win.

The winner of the non-profit
category was the "Free & Easies"
who
rowed
for the
Clemson
Free Clinic. The College Team
Division
winner
was
"SWU

Crew" who rowed
Wesleyan University.
Community
and
category was won
and Rowers.

for Southern
The Clemson
Neighborhood
by the Rock

First Baptist Church of Clemson
won the Church team category.
Clemson Sertoma Club won the
Service team category as well as the
President's Cup Final.

President and Mrs. Barker row with the Clemson Child Development Center team.
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A protein that could increase muscle production.
QUINN NIX
STAFF WRITER

Workout less and gain more muscle? This
might sound too good to be true, but there seems
to be new light on the idea. A new study from
■Sydney, Australia has shown evidence of a protein
called GrblO, which, if blocked during embryonic
development, can lead to organisms with a larger
amount of muscle mass. This increase in the
amount of muscle fibers could help individuals
develop superior strength in nearly all muscle
groups. Additionally, an increase in the number of
muscle fibers could theoretically be used to slow
conditions that feed upon the wasting of muscle.
GrblO is an intracellular adaptor protein,
which means that it plays a role in signal
transduction (the interaction of a cell receptor
and its signaling molecule) between cells, which is
integral for insulin and insulin-like growth factor
1 (IGF1). The typical GrblO protein will work to
control the number of insulin-like growth factor
1 (IGF1) receptors, meaning that GrblO will stop
the transcription of IFG1 receptors. Researchers
have found that, if GrblO can be turned off, then
the muscle mass and body mass of the subjects
would rise. With maximum receptor production,
a subject can have as many IGF1 and receptor
bonding to produce more muscle. Due to the
changes in the receptor to IGF1 ratio, the benefits
of this experiment would be that individuals
develop more muscle.
Insulin-like growth factors have been linked
to growth and development in both children and

adults; it is more important to children when
their bodies develop. Typically, an organism only
creates a specific amount of muscle mass, since
there are a limited amount of receptors that can
bind to the available IGF1 molecules. However,
without a regulation in the number of receptors
that are made, an increased amount of muscle can
be formed.
The studies, conducted by Holt et al., were
performed on mice, and then were used to
compare altered mice with the natural or wild
type organisms that still produced a functional
GrblO protein. They determined that complete
deletion of GrblO results in the increase of muscle.
Research has found that mice that were born
and raised without GrblO had increased body
mass and muscle mass. This increase continued
throughout adulthood.
Muscle alteration was due to an increase
in myofiber number, and not due to a rise in
myofiber size. There was a 142 percent increase
of myofiber number as compared to typical mice
who possessed a working GrblO protein. The
increase in body and muscle mass can be seen
by the 198 percent increase in weight and 137
percent increase in the cross-sectional area in the
hindlimbs of the mice who were deficient in the
GrblO protein.
An extreme alteration to the size of organisms
raises the possibility of modifying the physiology
of the muscular system. Nevertheless, the study
found no change in the properties of the muscle
or change in the proportions of the different types
of myofibers. The research shows how crucial

Protein Grb 10 could lead to organisms with a larger amount of muscle mass.
GrblO is in embryonic development, and its use
in the prevention of future diseases may be just
around the corner.
The muscle of mice who had the GrblO
protein turned off showed increased opposition
to muscle-wasting pathologies. An adjustment in
protein function that would increase muscle mass
and slow certain diseases makes the idea even
more interesting to scientists.

VOTE FOR THE

SOLID ORANGE
CANDIDATE!

While it seems that bigger, stronger and faster
human beings are imminent, this research still
has a ways to go. There could be complications
that develop as the concept is transferred from
mice to humans along with potential side effects.
Scientists seem to be taking a large step toward
a future where the scientific world knows even
more about the muscular system, and how its
capabilities can be fully optimized.
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Skelton
Republican for State House

District 3

VOTE SKELTON ON NOV.
BS, MS IN AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS FROM
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY
TAUGHT ECONOMICS AT CLEMSON FOR 27 YEARS
(PHD -DUKE)
TIGER BROTHERHOOD
KAPPA ALPHA ADVISOR
EMERITUS PROFESSOR OF ECONOMICS
2011 LEGISLATIVE LEADERSHIP AWARD FROM
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY BOARD OF VISITORS
(FIRST RECIPIENT)
WORKED FOR AND SUPPORTED EDUCATION WHILE
ON THE SC HOUSE EDUCATION AND PUBLIC WORKS
COMMITTEE FOR 8 YEARS
NEWLY APPOINTED TO WAYS AND MEANS
COMMITTEE IN SC HOUSE WHERE THE STATE
BUDGET BEGINS
ONLY CLEMSON GRADUATE ON THE WAYS AND
MEANS HIGHER EDUCATION SUBCOMMITTEE WHERE
THE BUDGET FOR HIGHER EDUCATION BEGINS

KEEP A CLEMSON MAN IN COLUMBIA TO LOOK AFTER OUR INTERES1 S
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POLITICAL WATCH - FOREIGN POLICY
Clemson students keep an eye on the current political candidates.

I :l 11! I! I i'M...l
WILL ENSOR
STAFF WRITER

Foreign policy is an important
national issue as the U.S. continues to
face new and changing threats from
terrorist groups. President Obama has
recognized these dynamic threats and
during his first term, he worked to end
the war in Iraq. The war in Afghanistan
has reached an agreement with the Afghan
government for a full withdrawal of
U.S. troops expected in 2014. The U.S.
will continue the transition and training
process as the Afghans begin to become
more and more responsible for providing
their own security. President Obama has
been explicit in stating that the U.S. will
leave in 2014.
Iran has begun to follow Afghanistan
as a new focus of foreign policy. Obama
has recognized that Iran does not pose a
direct security threat to the U.S. as they
do not possess the capabilities to carry
out an attack. The true threat is that there
could be greater instability in die region,
especially with the tensions between Iran
and Israel.
The threat to Israel is a huge concern
to Obama, who considers any attack on
Israel by Iran comparable to an attack
on the U.S. As a result, the President
has said that all options are on the table
when it comes to stopping Iran from
pursuing nuclear weapons. He has started
by imposing sanctions on Iran; however,
their effectiveness remains to be seen. As
for military action, Obama has signed
an agreement with Israel guaranteeing
that they would not take military action
until after the election. Many experts
agree that any operation to disrupt Iran's
alleged uranium enrichment would be

risky and would only delay the process
and perhaps make Iran more determined
to create weapons of mass destruction. It
is also noted that the only country with
the capabilities of such an operation is
the United States, so they would have to
be involved.
President
Obama
has
shown
willingness to involve the military in
countries other than Iraq and Afghanistan,
as the U.S. took a leading role to intervene
in Libya and continues to use drones in
Pakistan's tribal regions, North Africa
and Yemen. A notable intervention for
Obama was the raid of Osama Bin Laden's
compound in Abbottabad, Pakistan,
resulting in Bin Laden's death.
President Obama has been unwilling
to act unilaterally in the case of Syria,
where the government has cracked down
on its own citizens.
It is unlikely that any action will be
taken because Russia has veto power
on the U.N. Security Council. It is
also unclear if Obama will continue
his drone program as it faces criticism
for killing innocent civilians and is
currently under investigation by the
United Nations.
President Obama has also begun
increasing our presence in the Pacific in
order to combat the influence of China.
The Chinese military has launched their
first aircraft carrier, a refurbished Soviet
model and this has posed a risk to U.S.
naval supremacy in the region.
If given a second term, it is very likely
that President Obama will continue the
drone war, be active in foreign conflicts in
a multilateral fashion and stand by Israel's
side. It is also expected that he will honor
his agreement with Afghanistan and
remove all combat troops by 2014.

PHILLIPS WORKMAN
STAFF WRITER

With the fallout from last month's
terrorist attacks on U.S. embassies,
international issues have become dominate
in the election news cycle and continues
to spark controversy between the two
candidates. During the final debate last
week, President Obama and Gov. Romney
sparred on topics ranging from the size
of America's Navy to our relationship
with Israel.
Gov. Romney believes that an Iranian
nuclear presence poses a very real threat
to global security. In particular, he has
said that Israel, our strongest ally in the
Middle East, would especially be at risk,
since Iran's fundamentalist leaders have
repeatedly expressed their desire to "wipe
Israel off the map." On his campaign
website, Gov. Romney labels President
Obama's method of handling of the Iranian
problem as a failure and points to Iran's
uranium enrichment progress as evidence.
He has also criticized the president's
decision to withhold support for members
of the Iranian opposition, 72 of who were
killed in the streets of Tehran for protesting
the 2009 election of Iranian President
Mahmoud Ahmadinejad.
As president, Mitt Romney promises to
support the Iranian opposition and isolate
Iran diplomatically. Additionally, he says
on his website that he would coordinate
with our allies in the Middle East to create
"... an understanding on Iran's part that a
military option to deal with their nuclear
weapons program is very real and very
credible."
In Gov. Romney'sview, President Obama
has also failed in regard to our relationship
with Israel. He has repeatedly criticized

the Obama administration's positions on
this subject, most recently concerning the,
president's lack of interaction with Israeli
Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu.
In Romney's view, the administration's
actions have not promoted lasting peace
between the Israelis and the Palestinians.
These actions have led Gov. Romney to call
President Obama a "fair-weather friend" to
the Jewish State. Additionally, Romney
believes that the United States has an
obligation to fight the growing worldwide
effort to "delegitimize" Israel. As he puts
it, "Israel's existence as a Jewish state is not
up for debate." Mitt Romney promises to
restore a close working relationship with
Israel and promises to collaborate with
Prime Minister Netanyahu, with whom he
is close personal friends.
As for the ongoing war on terror,
Gov. Romney believes that President
Obama deserves both praise and criticism.
Romney credits the president with the
death of Osama bin Laden and called it a
"landmark" in our nation's struggle against
Islamic radicals. However, he believes that
the current administration has played
politics with important military decisions.
Romney points to the President's decision
to withdraw troops from Afghanistan
against the advice of his top generals.
While keeping this in mind, Gov. Romney
proposes a tentative goal of transitioning
control of Afghanistan to the Afghan army
by the end of 2014.
Gov. Romney has said that American
citizens face a clear choice regarding
foreign policy this election. He has called
President Obama's foreign policy a global
"apology tour" that has decreased our
nation's power and prestige abroad. If
elected, he promises to restore America's
image on the world stage.

••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Registering to vote for our president
Undergraduate Student Government informs students about voting and hosts election night viewing party.
KRISTIN BENDER
STAFF WRITER

With the 2012 election just around
the corner, Clemson University
Student Government is working to
make sure every student has the
chance to stay engaged. Director of
Governmental Affairs Evelyn Sexton
explained the increased dedication
to politics this fall. "We decided to
put a lot of emphasis on planning
events revolving around this election
because it's time that CUSG moves

back to providing information and
events that students want and need."
In late
September,
CUSG
Elections Director Kate McFee
facilitated an election drive that
garnered over 300 newly registered
voters, approximately 270 of which
were for the state of South Carolina.
The event ended after the voting
registration volunteers completely
exhausted their supply of forms. The
drive also provided information on
absentee registration and voting, as
well as information on addresses for

those students living on campus.
Kate attributed at least some of the
popularity of the event to the facts
that many Clemson students are
first-time voters that initially did
not know that they can vote while
attending school away from their
permanent address. "The feedback
we received from the event was
phenomenal," Sexton said.
CUSG wanted to continue to
offer opportunities for students to
engage in the political process. As
a result, Governmental Affairs and

Elections Committees decided to
host an election viewing party.
The Viewing Party event,
sponsored by CUSG, the Political
Science Student Advisory Board and
CLEMSONLiVE will be held in the
McKissick Theatre in Hendrix from
8:30 p.m. until midnight on Nov.
6. "It's going to be a really fun event
where all students can get together,
have fun, and watch this special
moment in American history," said
Sexton. The event, which will be
centered on the live-streaming of

elections results, will have a variety
of offerings including: a photo booth
with cut-outs of the candidates, free
pizza, snacks and political trivia with
a prize from Best Buy.
"We are excited that students
are engaged this political season and
that CUSG can provide the outlets
for cultivating that engagement
in a respectful environment,"
Sexton said.
For information on how to find
your polling location or absentee
information, visit scvotes.org.

NEWS

TREAT from page Al
fun element with a dance to Michael
Jackson's "Thriller" while dressed as
zombies. The Tiger Cub made an
appearance and participated in the
activities with students.
Many students dressed up and
some of the costumes were elaborate.
"The students love it because it is
a fun Halloween event they can go
to before they go out Halloween
night. Also, it reminds all of us of
what Halloween used to be when we
were younger, which is probably my
favorite part," Senn said.
One of the main events of the
Fall Fest was trick-or-treating with

kk
MY FAVORITE PART OF
THE EVENT IS SEEING
THE IMAGINATION AND
RESOURCEFULNESS OF
CLEMSON STUDENTS.
President James Barker

JJ
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the Barkers. Students could take a
hayride from the garden if they chose
to trick-or-treat.
Mr. and Mrs. Barker graciously
opened their home to Clemson
students to encourage participation
in the event. "Marcia and I enjoy
this event because it puts us directly
in contact with our students and
we get to experience their trick-ortreat creativity. My favorite part of
the event is seeing the imagination
and resourcefulness of Clemson
students," President Barker said.
The festival was an opportunity to
celebrate Halloween with traditional
style events that are not typically
available to college students.

WRITE FOR THE TIGER
LIKE TO WRITE? LOOKING FOR A
CHANCE TO HAVE YOUR WORK
PRINTED IN THE TIGER? THE NEWS
SECTION IS LOOKING FOR WRITERS.
IF INTERESTED, EMAIL
NEWS@THETIGERNEWS.COM.
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President and Mrs. Barker opened their home to trick-or-treaters during the Fall Fest,

In the Oct. 26 issue of The Tiger, the photographer of the photo for "Big Man on Campus" on page A7 was not credited.
The photo was taken by David Platt. The Tiger apologizes for this error.
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The reasons behind the
ePortfolio requirement
ePortfolio works to satisfy accreditation for university.
ANDY BROWN
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

The
Clemson
University
ePortfolio is a major graduation
requirement
at
Clemson
and
its importance goes beyond mere
competencies and artifacts.
The ePortfolio is a graduation
project that spans a student's
entire
college
career.
The
essentials are that a student must
supply artifacts
(evidence)
to
prove that certain competencies
have
been
completed
while
at Clemson.
The competencies are based off
general education requirements and
are as follows: Arts and Humanities,
Mathematics, Natural Science, Social
Sciences, Ethical Judgment, Critical
Thinking, Cross Cultural Awareness
and
Science
and
Technology
in Society.
Dr. Gail Ring is the director of
the ePortfolio Program at Clemson.
She has seen the progression of the
program and she is confident in
the merits of the ePortfolio. "The
primary purpose was designated
so that Clemson can share student
learning outcomes with SACS, our
accrediting agency. Accreditation
agencies are requiring hard data from
us regarding our student learning
outcomes," Dr. Ring said.
SACS stands for the Southern
Association of Colleges and Schools
and it handles the accreditation
processes of colleges and universities
in 11 southern states. Within the core
requirements of the SAC principles
of accreditation (adopted in 2011)
lies the reasoning for the ePortfolio.
As dictated by the accreditation
document, core requirement 2.7.3
mandate that each undergraduate
degree program holds a general
education
component
that
is

substantial,
ensures
breadth
of knowledge and is based on a
coherent rationale.
The
presence
of
general
education classes is not sufficient
for satisfaction of these core
requirements. Requirement 3.3.1
and 3.3.1.3 mandate that the
institution must assess the extent
to which it achieves its goals and
provide evidence of improvement
based on analysis. That being said,
the ePortfolio acts as a form of
overview in which the competencies
are the evidence of improvement and
achievement at Clemson.
Some Clemson students disagree
with the program, which has been
long rumored to be a tool by which
Clemson hopes to become a top 20
university. "Its only purpose is for
Clemson to get ahead in rankings,
not for students to get jobs. I don't
know of any person who has been
asked to see their ePortfolio when
interviewed for a job," Chris Ehlman,
a senior, said.
The rumor mill has caused
students to be unsure of why they
complete ePortfolio or if it will
benefit them. "From what I know
about the ePortfolio, it's acted as more
of a hassle than help. However, if I'm
provided with concrete evidence that
it will positively affect my admission
to a top tier medical school, then I'll
be much more willing to complete
the ePortfolio," Julianne McLeod, a
freshman, said.
Bolstering graduate school and
job resumes is one of the reasons
that Gail Ring stands behind the
ePortfolio. "There are a number
of benefits, the first being that
they will have a degree from an
accredited college. The next is that
the opportunity for students to
reflect on their work in the context
of General Education competencies

is valuable and the process will help
them develop the habit of mind of
lifelong learning. If students take
the ePortfolio seriously they will
graduate with more than a GPA and
a transcript; they will actually have
evidence of learning," Dr. Ring said.
The value of a degree from an
accredited college cannot be taken
for granted; loss of accreditation
will instantly devalue a degree and
thus harm prospective career and
salary options. Following the core
requirements on the SAC Principles
of Accreditation, Clemson will
always have to display some evidence
of academic growth and achievement
over the students' careers at
Clemson. That means that if the
ePortfolio goes, a different method of
measuring must take its place.
One suggestion to replace the
ePortfolio as a measure of academic
progress has been comprehensive
testing before graduation. "I'd
much rather take entrance and exit
exams at Clemson than complete
the ePortfolio. The current method
allows for procrastination, and in
turn, losing the documents that are
required for the competencies. I
see much more value in numerical
data in year-end testing than
essay submissions anyhow," Cory
Hagnauer, a sophomore, said.
While Clemson students may see
the task as daunting, Clemson has
lowered the requirements from 22
to eight competencies. Regardless,
the ePortfolio remains a necessity
for
Clemson's
accreditation.
The practical applications of an
accredited degree far outweigh the
time commitment of completing the
graduating requirement.
To learn more about the
ePortfolio, visit http://www.clemson.
edu/academics/programs/eportfolio/
index.html.

ALD from -page Al
opportunity to connect Clemson
University with the community.
When we contacted the local
elementary school, they said that
they had not done a fall festival in
four years because of funding issues,
but that they would like to do one,"
Austin Mall, Alpha Lambda Delta
president, said.
The monetary contributions
from the honors fraternity went
towards games and booths, such as
a bounce house and face painting
stations. "ALD created the booths
on Sunday before the festival.
Members purchased the necessary
supplies to assemble 15 booths.
ALD also sent 25 volunteers to help
set up, run the festival and clean up
afterward," Mall said.
Alpha Lambda Delta invites
freshmen that have a GPA of
at least 3.5 following their first
semester at Clemson University.
The honors fraternity has members
with majors ranging from the
College of Engineering and Science
to the College of Business and
Behavioral Sciences.
"I helped set up for the Fall
Festival and helped make cotton
candy throughout the day. I was
very impressed with how many
families came to the event. It was a
beautiful day, and the kids seemed
to really enjoy going around to

all the various activities and game
stations that were set up," Director
of Community Service Activities
for ALD, Meg O' Sell, said.
The
festival also
featured
learning opportunities for' the
children. "At my booth I taught
the elementary students archery.
I especially enjoyed the joy and
enthusiasm they brought to the
festival, and watching them learn
to use a bow," Turner Cotterman,
ALD treasurer, said.
The service event is directly in
line with Alpha Lambda Delta's new
motto, "For Scholars, For Service,
For Clemson." Along with the
Fall Festival, ALD also helps with
Habitat for Humanity, the United
Way, the Animal Shelter, Blue Key's
Tigerama, Clemson Elementary
tutoring and after-school programs
and other service projects.
The honors fraternity also
contributes monetarily to many
Clemson student organizations
through its scholarship program in
the spring.
"My favorite moment was when
the PTA for Clemson Elementary
started selling tickets. Kids were
rolling in and the end total was over
700 students. All the members of
ALD were ready at their individual
booths. During this moment, I saw
ALD's simple motto transform into
tangible fun for festival goers and
volunteers," Mall said.

COSTUME CONTEST

This is Mowgli's first Halloween. He will be sporting
a hotdog costume this year.

Congratulations to Jessica Sweet and her
dog, Mowgli, the winners of our pet
costume contest!
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Tigers for Babies
serves March of Dimes
New organization works to raise money for national foundation.
JARED MAUCH
STAFF WRITER

IT'S SO COLD AND WINDY IN CLEMSON THAT I CAN HEAR
THE WIND OUTSIDE MY WINDOW#HURRICANESANDY
JUST REALIZED MY LAST TWEET WAS MY 1000TH
TWEET. AND IT WAS DEDICATED TO CLEMSON PARKING
SERVICES. #FAIL
DANNYSEYFFER ©DANNYSEYFFER -OCT.27

TURNED MY SHOWER ORANGE. 0CLEMSON #DAYGLOW
^PROBLEMS ffFIRSTWORLDPROBLEMS

TALKING ABOUT TYPES OF COWS IN MY MATH CLASS. I
THOUGHT THERE WAS ONLY ONE..JCLEMSONN
TAM@TAM_N!C0LEQ12 -OCT.26

JUST SAW A PROFESSOR ON A SEGWAY. I'M SO JEALOUS.
THAT'S ALL I ASKED FOR WHEN I CAME TO CLEMSON.
STEVEN BRADLEY @STEVENBRADLEY3 -OCT. 30

#CLEMSON HAS BEEN RANKED FOR 23 STRAIGHT WEEKS,
THE THIRD-LONGEST STREAK IN PROGRAM HISTORY AND
1 OF ONLY 7 SCHOOLS THAT CAN SAY THAT.
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March of Dimes is a wellknown national organization that
deals with the health and wellness
of premature babies. Tigers for
Babies, a new student organization
at Clemson University, serves as a
collegiate equivalent. "Tigers for
Babies is intended to represent
March of Dimes on campus, which
is an important philanthropy with
a beneficial mission of fighting
for healthy babies by preventing
premature birth, birth defects
and infant mortality," Anastasia
Morrison, president and founder
of Tigers for Babies at Clemson,
said. This new organization hopes
to make students more aware of
the premature birth in babies and
overall neonatal wellness.
"Tigers for Babies was originally
an idea by Anastasia Morrison
when she realized that there was no
advocate for March of Dimes on
campus. Anastasia is very involved
with March of Dimes (MOD)
and wanted to not only spread
awareness on campus, but also get
other students to become involved.
March of Dimes, is a national
organization
fighting
against
prematurity and trying to help
families have stronger, healthier
babies and Tigers for Babies serves
as the March of Dimes collegiate

council on our campus. We fight for
stronger, healthier babies," Jennifer
Van Gelder, a member of executive
board for Tigers for Babies, said.
The United States is ranked
131st of 184 countries for the worst
prematurity rate, and in South
Carolina one in seven babies are
born prematurely. Van Gelder hopes
that Tigers for Babies will help
advocate and spread awareness about
the issue.
"Every baby deserves

WE FIGHT FOR
STRONGER,
HEALTHIER
BABIES.
Jennifer Van Gelder
Executive Board Member
Tigers for Babies

»»

a fighting chance, and March of
Dimes is working toward the day
in which all babies will be born
healthy," Morrison said.
"Tigers
for
Babies
has
been officially recognized by
Clemson's Undergraduate Student
Government. The organization will
remain permanent on campus as long

as there are students participating to
continue its efforts and keep TFB
alive," Van Gelder said.
Even though Tigers for Babies
is a relatively new organization on
campus, it has about 30 members
and is still looking to grow. "Students
join the organization or can also
become involved by showing up and
supporting the events we put on for
March of Dimes," Van Gelder said.
"We understand how time
commitments can become an issue
for busy college students, so we also
promote any events or opportunities
that will benefit March of Dimes so
that every student has the chance to
help the mission," Morrison said.
November
is
Prematurity
Awareness Month, and Nov. 17 is
Prematurity Awareness Day. One
of Tigers for Babies goals is to raise
$2,000 this year, and there is a goal
for all organizations on campus to
raise $.10,000 for March of Dimes.
Students can help the organization
reach this goal by attending a
fundraiser that they are hosting on
Nov. 16. The fundraiser will be held
in Lee Hall 111 at 8 p.m. and will
feature Mock Turtle Soup as well
as University of South Carolina's
TOAST! Improve group. Tickets for
the event will cost $5 and will be
sold at the door.
For more information, contact
Anastasia Morrison at anastam@
clemson.edu.

WHO NEEDS A HAIR DRYER WHEN YOU CAN JUST
WALK OUTSIDE? IT'S CALLED 'THE HURRICANE
LOOK.'ffCLEMSONGIRLPROB
JAELYN MURPHY @1AE_BRIANA -OCT.30

MY SCHOOL ALWAYS HAS THE MOST BEAUTIFUL
SUNSETS. AND THEY ALWAYS END UP BEING PURPLE 8
ORANGE:) GOD LOVES CLEMSON
CASEY OWEN @CNOWEN -OCT. 30

LEE BRICE W/ FLORIDA GEORGIA LINE AT CLEMSON...
MLBETHERE
THE TIGER SPORTS ©THETIGERSPORTS -OCT. i:

NO MATTER WHO YOU PULL FOR, NO MATTER WHO YOU
PULL AGAINST; YOU NEVER, EVER WANT TO SEE THAT
HAPPEN TO ANY PLAYER. #PRAYERSFORLATTIMORE
US @SARAHSAUSeS — OCT. 30

CLEMSON SHOULD CONSIDER PUTTING A DINING HALL
IN THE LIBRARY... I COULD EAT A FEAST RIGHT NOW.
^STARVED SDYING
ttfVTHE CRISLER @WCRISLER3200 - OCT. 20

FOR ONCE, THE SIRRINE HEAT FELT GOOD...FOR ABOUT 60
SECONDS.

CLEMSON
391 COLLEGE AVE.
(NEXT TO MOPS)

653-9535

Swing States. How important will they be in the election? Page B4
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Injustice in the Electoral College
What are the flaws in the election process?
As the election approaches, we all
consider the electoral process and anticipate
how our vote will affect the future of
our country. Growing up, I did not really
understand what went into choosing
a president. I remember voting for the
president in mock elections in middle
school. Usually all the students would vote
at random or based on what they had heard
around the house from their parents. As
college students, it is important for us to
understand the electoral process and how
our vote counts. Once we are old enough to
vote, our opinions make a difference, right?
Wrong. The Electoral College is
constantly complained about every election
season and for good reason. It's complicated,
confusing and sometimes unfair. Every four
years, millions of U.S. citizens go to local
voting booths and cast their vote for the next
president and vice president of the United
States of America. These votes are then
recorded and counted, and the winner of the
popular vote is announced (this seems fair),
unless the majority of the Electoral College
votes are for the other candidate, of course.
But the Electoral College was established to
bring fairness to the voting system!
While the popular vote will occur pretty
soon, the actual electoral vote — the one
that decides the president — does not occur
until December. When you cast your vote
for president, you also vote for an oftenunnamed elector who will cast a ballot in a
separate election that ultimately will choose
the president. The actual count of those
votes does not occur until Jan. 6, 2013.
Therefore, we could "vote" for Obama and
he could "win" in November, but until Jan.
6, Romney would still technically have a
chance of winning.

A candidate becoming president because
he was awarded the majority of Electoral
College votes is a political upset that has
occurred several times since the first U.S.
presidential election. Four presidents have
been elected by the Electoral College after
losing the popular vote.
So should the winner be based solely on
popular vote? America, do you want Obama
or Romney? It would definitely make sense.
Once a candidate feels they have secured
the electoral votes in a state, the majority
of the states in the country are considered
irrelevant because candidates do not feel
like they have to impress the citizens that
live there. By only having popular votes
count, campaigns are forced to look up from
their swing state obsessions and ensure that
the whole country hears their message.
Perhaps we could all set up a proportional
voting system like Maine and Nebraska
currently use. Maine and Nebraska have
a type of electoral representation that
distributes votes based directly on the
popular vote. Here is an example: if they
each had 10 electors and 50 percent voted
for Romney, 40 percent for Obama and 10
percent for Donald Trump, then Romney
gets five votes, Obama four and Trump
one. This system makes sense to me, but
regardless of what system we use, there will
always be problems.
And one of the country's largest problems
is lack of participation.
Fifty-six point eight percent of the
population voted in 2008. That means,
assuming Obama got a "majority" of the
votes with 52.9 percent (and 67.8 percent of
electoral votes, both of which are very high as
far as presidential elections are concerned),
that means only 30 percent of the nation

voted for Obama. Less than one-third of our
entire population actively wanted Obama to
be president. Is that acceptable? Presidents
decided by popular vote alone would
increase voter participation but maybe not
by much. The problem is the 50 percent
that votes may not be representative of
the nation.
What are some ways to fix this problem,
you ask? Let's make voting mandatory
like in Australia. Another suggestion is
online voting. This could help, but then
again there are always downfalls. Online
voting would help because, overall, more
people would vote. Voting is scheduled on
a Tuesday during working hours, which
restricts many citizens from voting. There
are also a lot of Americans that do not
take the time and effort to vote unless they
think their vote will affect the outcome or
that they will receive the benefits that the
candidate theoretically offers. With online
voting, they wouldn't have to go to certain
locations and could instead vote from their
homes. Then again, what about the people
that do not have access to a computer?
Also, how would we prevent voter fraud?
Would online voting favor the younger
generations? These are all questions that
have to be considered.
Whether our opinions make a difference
or not, the Electoral College is not subject
to change any time soon. Even if it were
changed, who knows if there is such thing
as a consistently fair election process. All in
all, the most we can do is vote.
The opinions expressed in the above editorial are written
by the opinions editor and represent the majority opinion
of The Tiger editorial board. In representing the majority
view, the staff editorials may not represent the individual
view of any particular member.

Do you think the Electoral College
is the best way to determine who is
elected as president?

Kayla DiMarco

"No, because it
makes people feel
like their vote
doesn't matter."

Katie Ciardi

"No, it seems like
an inefficient system
that needs to be
updated."

Charles Lowe
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"Absolutely not. The
Electoral College
silences the voice of
the people in favor
of a select few who
can openly vote for
whoever they wish."

Jessica Kirkus
"No, because I think
the electoral votes
should be distributed
according to the
percentage of the
population that
votes for a candidate
rather than all the
votes going to the
one candidate."

Kiara Yeatman

"No, because it
doesn't accurately
represent people's
votes in the
elections."

Subscriptions are available by mail for $35/semester or $60/year. Send your name, address and phone number with a check
payable to Clemson University to: The Tiger - Circulation Department, 315 Hendrix Student Center, Clemson University, Clemson,
SC 29633-1586. Perspectives expressed by individual members of The Tiger, guest columnists and Speak Out subjects do not
necessarily reflect the opinions of The Tiger as a whole, its staff members or Clemson University.

Want to share your opinion? Just
select the OR code with your
smartphone or QR code reader
app to take you to The Tiger
Opinions' Facebook page. Type
your thoughts on the issue this
week and view others' comments.
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From the Editor's Desk...
KATELYN WROBEL

Editor-in-Chief
This past weekend I participated
in an 11-mile mud-filled obstacle
course designed by a man who was
in the British Special Forces. This event,
known as the "Tough Mudder," boasts
that it's "probably the toughest event on
the planet" and is truly an event that I
would've never seen myself doing in a
million years. I wish I could say that I'm
a badass that wakes up early seven days
a week to run eight miles, that I work out
daily and spend my weekends wrestling
bears and shocking myself to see how
long I can hold on, I must say that I'm
not. In fact, I've never done any of those
things, yet somehow I stumbled into
being a participant in a Tough Mudder. I

can't say that I know why I decided to
sign up for the event, knowing I hadn't
trained or prepared myself physically or
mentally to do such a task (in fact, I was
trying to figure out the last time I had
even walked 11 miles), but I can tell you
what I learned in the process.
From the moment we pulled up and
stepped out of our car into the chilly fall
air of Society Hill, S.C., the only thought
I had was, "Why am I doing this?" I truly
don't remember saying or thinking much
of anything else while we prepped for the
event, except "Why would anyone want
to torture him or herself by swimming
through an ice pit?," "Who likes to army
crawl through mud and rocks while
getting shocked?" and "How insane do
you have to be to consider this fun?"
And while I am still trying to figure
out the answer to those questions, I feel
that finishing this race has led me closer
to an answer of why I would choose to

•••

•

•••

participate. Participating in this Tough
Mudder not only made me mentally
stronger, but also there came a point
about four miles in where I realized why I
was doing it (or why I should be, at least)
and why everyone else was there too.
The answer was because we could.
In prepping for the challenge, I put
my little brother's football number on my
cheek, and while I hadn't thought about
it at the time, that number was there
because I take him all the places that he'll
never get to go. Having his number on my
cheek and his memory in my heart means
that he will get to do all the things that
he didn't get to do, because his life was
cut short. I was doing this Tough Mudder
because I could and because he couldn't.
I was doing it in his memory.
The majority of people in the race
were those with a military background;
many of them marked themselves with the
memory of someone they had lost along

•

I love the fall semester! So many breaks
from academics!

*•

•

•••

•

•••

Can it be next weekend now?
•

•••

•

KATELYN WROBEL is a senior majoring in
graphic communications. Email comments to
letters@thetigernews.com.

•••

I suddenly get really tired between noon and 3
p.m. Midday naps are becoming a necessity.

Want to rant? Send your rants to letters^TheTlgerNews.eem,

the way. I honestly believe that they were
there, because they could be. They were
there to honor someone who wasn't going
to have the chance to be a Tough Mudder.
Throughout the day I saw people from
18 to over 60, some with prosthetics,
some carrying random items (like candy
and pumpkins) and even some carrying
the flag of their branch of the military,
proudly displaying their commitment to
serve our country. Every person running
that Tough Mudder had a reason to do so;
it was because they could.
Being honest, Tough Mudder kicked
my butt. However, it was awesome, and I
would do it again next weekend if I could.
I encourage each of you to find something
that you can do, and do it. Not because it
makes sense, but because you can.

•••

Since when did the floor of my apartment become ^
a breezeway? Sandy, you're ruining everything
right now.
W)
Nick Cage wants to rant: HOW AM I NOT IN THIS
MOVIE?!
«k
Why is our football coach so much classier than
USC's?
•

•••

•

•••

•

•••

^
•

Halloween Costume Catastrophes
MACKENZIE CLELAND

Opinions Layout Editor
Fall is my favorite season. Not only is the
weather beautiful in S.C., but America
also gets to kick off the holiday season,
beginning with Halloween. Now, this holiday
has two sides. There is the family version
i.e.: carving pumpkins, extremely unhealthy
levels of sugar due to trick-or-treating, Charlie
Brown and the Great Pumpkin Patch and
costumes. Kids dress up as princesses, animals
and clowns (the cute, not-scary ones). They
adorably prance around neighborhoods and
demand candy, which all households with
a heart oblige. They get to stay up past their
bedtimes and eat chocolate all night. What kid
doesn't love that?
The second side of this oh-so-wonderful
holiday is not as family friendly. There is also
the adult side, full of parties, kegs and barelymere costumes. This is the face of Halloween
that college students are more familiar with.
Even though undergrads are old enough to
be considered adults, are we that much more
mature than when we saw this holiday as PG?
As so elegantly quoted in Mean Girls, "In Girl
World, Halloween is the one day a year when a
eirl can dress ut> like a total slut, and no other

girls can say anything else about it." There is
a certain allure to being free to dress however
you like. Typical attire for a party might include
a short skirt and a low baring top, but for such
a holiday, a girl can wear just about anything
(or nothing) that she likes. A bathing suit would
not even be that outrageous for a costume,
even though it is by no means is a complete
outfit. Is this acceptable? As women, are we
saying it is OK to dress like a streetwalker
on this one night and blame it on the fact that
we are impersonating The Hangover stripper
or Ke$ha?
Of course, the thought of objectifying
women is repulsive and avoided today, but we
continue to make this holiday one that does just
that. There is a fine line between wearing an
outfit that makes you feel sexy and attractive
and putting everything you have out there. I
do admit, I enjoy looking at all the Halloween
albums that surface around the beginning of
November just to see how imaginative some
girls can be with their so-called costumes.
However, I just don't see how dressing in all
black latex, red horns and a tail makes you
the devil.
So where is that fine line? How do you
successfully look sexy without showing too
much? Let's state a few easy identifiers to keep
in mind for next vear.

1. Do not wear something that is short
enough to show unmentionables when
bent at the waist. *Tights, shorts or
spandex may be worn under skirts to
avoid this. **Boy shorts, thongs and all

2. Keep the girls covered. While showing
cleavage is basically unavoidable on
Halloween, it should be in moderation.
No nip slips.

3. Heels are completely fine. However,
you should not have to show your ID
to buy them. While some girls work the
pole, you will most likely not be on one
in your costume. If you will be, more
power to you.

4. Do not scare the boys or other nearby
patrons away with your makeup. Heavier
than normal is understandable, but you
are not a raccoon (unless that is your
outfit). Let people see your beautiful
face instead of caking it on.

These rules are very simple. Keep things
that need to be covered, covered. I'm sure
being a slut can be fun at times, but we're in
the South, ladies. Keep it classy.
Leave some things to the imagination. I
promise, it will keep them interested for more
than just the night. If the night is just what
you're looking for, ignore the aforementioned
rules. All women, especially in their late
teens and early 20s crave attention from guys,
but you will attract it in the wrong way by
using Halloween as a reason to wear lingerie
in public.
Go ahead and strut your stuff. Between
paying for a costume and spending most
likely more than an hour getting ready, you
have earned it. Just remember that how
you portray yourself to others will make an
impact on them and you.
Don't make yourself feel like trash,
because you're not. Young ladies, you are
better than that and deserve something
better than a fratastic loser drooling over
you and your bunny ears. Let your identifier
be a bit deeper than looking easy. Let your
confidence speak for itself.
MACKENZIE CLELAND is a senior majoring in graphic
communications. Email comments to letters®
thetisemews.com.
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RateMy Professor s. com:
Reliable or not?
JOE HENDRICKS

Columnist

It seems like the first thing people
do when preparing to register
for classes is check to see what
"scores" their potential professors
received on RateMyProfessors.com.
Many students decide on which
professors they'll take the following
semester based on a handful of
reviews by anonymous undergrads.
Guaranteed A? Sign me up. Teacher
grades extra hard? I'll pass. While
this site has certainly given students
an insight into what they might
(emphasis on might) be getting out
of a particular teacher's course,
RateMyProfessors.com does have
its downfalls.
For one thing, we have no idea
who is writing these reviews or why
they are writing them. Putting your
scheduling decisions in the hands of
a stranger doesn't strike one as a wise
proposition. While this anonymity
is an essential element to the site,
as it enables students to say how
they really feel, readers are given
no indication whether or not the
person's credibility is worth putting

stock in. Are these people good or
bad students? Did they actually
work hard in this class? Should
we take their advice? Because of
the site's innate anonymity we will
never have the answers to these
questions. If we do allow these
reviews to impact our decisions, we
must take the reviewers' word for it.
The inherent problem with
online review sites is that you
typically have two types of people
chiming in: the people who loved
something and the people who
hated it. This can lead to highly
skewed results. With regard to
RateMyProfessors.com, this comes
as a result of the fact that the large
majority of the people taking a class
will think it was no more or less
average than deserves commenting
upon. While this certainly isn't true
in all cases, it is something to keep
in mind. The kids who got As on
anything they wrote their names
on will probably give the professor
their shining endorsement. The kids
who didn't click with the professor
from day one and barely pulled out
a C will probably claim that they're
out of touch and must be avoided at
all costs. Where does the truth lie?
Like with most things, it's probably
somewhere in the middle.

The above problems can be
solved to a certain extent by only
taking note of reviews that seem
relatively unbiased — or at least
as unbiased as a personal review
can be.
Something that might not be so
easy to get around is the reluctance
that has arisen about taking a class
with no prior knowledge of the
professor. Those of us currently
at Clemson University have had
RateMyProfessors.com as long as
we've been here, so we've never had
to rely on blind luck when picking
classes. This isn't necessarily a
bad thing, but it has created a
mild dependency on anonymous
blurbs when we could get better
answers
elsewhere.
Advisors,
professors, even other students —
all would provide answers with
more depth and more context than
a few sentences posted online.
When looking for advice on which
classes or which professors to take
RateMyProfessors.com should not
be both the beginning and end of
your search.
This article doesn't mean to
discourage any and all use of
RateMyProfessors.com
when
picking out classes, but rather
to point out that it isn't the only

SENIOR STAFF
KATELYN WROBEL

Editor-in-Chief
available option out there. The site
does have its merits. It has brought
transparency into how we judge
professors, giving us a remote peek
into their classrooms so to speak. It
has increased the accountability of
professors to not only educate us,
but to impress us. And it has allowed
students to voice both their praise
and their criticism. The site should
be commended for making these
improvements to higher education.
RateMy Profe ssors.com
certainly has a role to play in
choosing classes, but it shouldn't
be the only source consulted. Sure,
asking your friends or meeting
with your advisor may not be as
convenient as doing a quick online
search, but the results will be
worth the effort. If you do choose
to rely on RateMyProfessors.com
as your primary method of picking
and choosing what to take, use a
measure of discretion when reading
a review. If you're really feeling
impulsive, take a few classes based
on the material being covered, not
the professor teaching. Who knows,
you might be pleasantly surprised.
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I challenge students in my classes to commu- we're missing an opportunity for more funding
nicate their learning beyond classroom boundaries from private donors.
and I'd like to have a better answer when they ask
6. Sustainability requires a human touch; tech"how do you do this?" So, here is my top 10 list of nology alone isn't enough. I think Clemson has a.
slightly informed personal opinions about sustain- unique strength here; we generally do a good job
ability at Clemson and beyond (I'm not writing in figuring out what we really care about rather than
any of my official capacities).
recklessly chasing more.
1. Sustainability is about people; it's not a
7. Bikes injure more pedestrians than autoone-party issue. In fact, conserve and sustain are mobiles. Actually, this is not true at all. Worrying
synonyms. I think Clemson students understand about bikes on sidewalks distracts us from more
this better than most "grown-ups."
important things.
2. Homecoming floats are OK. Wasted tissue
8. Everyone should know their "Ecological
paper is a drop in the bucket compared to other Footprint." Google it and measure yours. I bet
actions we can take.
you'll think about what you eat (and enjoy
3. To help prioritize the actions we should take, eating more).
Google "Clemson Sustainability Plan." The Plan
9. We are not making enough progress.
shows where you can have the biggest impact. Disagree? Did you do #8?
It's not perfect, but you can recommend additions
10. Young people are our best chance for a susand changes.
tainable future. They can bring about the mindset
4. There's a lot going on at Clemson. We have shift required to make it real.
some of the world's best faculty in areas ranging
-Dr. Leidy Klotz
from biofuels to planning/design to environmenProfessor of Civil Engineering
tal psychology. We have top-notch energy and
recycling directors, free busses, access to zimride
Letters should be no longer than 400 words. Feedback
and wecar, an on-campus organic farm, a huge from our website may also be considered for publication.
experimental forest, and on and on... (A complete Submissions must include the author's name, number or
list wouldn't leave room for the restaurant reviews, email address, hometown, class and major. All submissions
will be checked for authenticity and may be edited for clarity
Duke game preview, or a resurrected On-the- and grammar. Space considerations may result in submisProwl column).
sions being held for later publication. The Tiger reserves the
5. We don't communicate #4 very well. I think right to print or edit all submissions.

Play that Funky Music
TRADDHORNE

Columnist
While walking down the sidewalk to
class, students can hear music nearly
everywhere — from another student's
headphones in the throng, a passing car, even
Tillman's bells play fresh tunes. These beats might
lift students up after a particularly painful lecture on
hybridization or they might help put an extra skip
in your step as you make your way to yet another
all-nighter in Cooper. Either way, the campus is full
of sounds, whether man-made or natural. Imagine a
campus void of sound, just an echoing pounding of
footsteps. This is not exactly the most picturesque
visual of campus life for most students.
Blasting your music may seem like an offensive
or stigmatic action, but in reality has many benefits.
For instance, as I was walking to Brackett for
my Tuesday/Thursday class I overheard a girl
humming the chorus to one of my all-time favorite
songs: "Heads Will Roll" by the Yeah Yeah Yeahs.
Just hearing that song made my walk a little more
enjoyable and even managed to kick my steps
in to high gear so that I was soon groovin' to the
beats. Not only does playing your music influence
you as the listener to get moving, but it also lets
others around you discover new music. Students are
constantly swapping playlists on popular media apps
such as Spotify or iTunes.
Sharing your music publicly is not always viewed
as noble and can sometimes be met with hostilitv

especially if you play music that is not the norm to
the crowd you are with. Playing my Europop around
some of my born-and-raised backwoods friends
has led to backlash such as pulling the battery out
of my phone so that it would stop! Playing music
that is well-liked by the group of people you are
with may lead to unexpected bonding over tunes
and chords. Some of my best friends and I can relate
entire episodes of our best memories together just by
listening to a song that was playing during that time.
Playing music on campus can lead to many
positive impacts and students should be encouraged
to blast their beats. Clemson is such a beautiful
home-away-from-home that it should have its own
theme song whenever you walk out your door. On
rainy days, play some house tunes that keep the
mood mellow and groovy while the bright lyrics of
artists like The Beatles and Mika are best kept for
sunny summer days where everyone wants to "Come
Together" and "Love Today." Having a campus
where everyone can connect via lyrics is amazing
because it creates a cultural connection that you
might not be able to realize was there without some
music to help influence it.
Students should not stop overplaying their
soundtrack of the summer, even though summer
seems so far away and behind us now. Keeping the
anxiety over that test everyone just took at bay is as
simple as clicking the play button. So to help keep
our students some of the happiest in the country keep
blasting songs that make you wiggle and jig!
TRADD HORNE

is a freshman majoring in engineering.

Email comments to letters@thetieernews.com.
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Swing States
Decide Victory
WILLIAM SHAW

Columnist

Agreat deal is made every
four
years
about
our
nation's electoral system.
The election, critics complain, is
disproportionately predicated on the
outcomes in a handful of states with
no clear partisan majority. Regardless
of one's opinion on the fairness of
this system, the reality is that the
critics are right. We all know for
whom California and Texas will vote.
Keep an eye on these states, however,
and you'll be able to call the election
far earlier in the evening than any
major news organization will risk.
The swing state conversation
starts with Ohio. Of all the swing
states, it has the second most
electoral votes with 18, second to
Florida's 29. Unlike in Romneyleaning Florida, the race is closer
to being tied in Ohio. In the last 12
presidential elections, Ohio has gone
to the winner. Ohio is especially
important to Romney because it
represents the tipping point in most
election simulations. Obama can lose
Florida, a state he carried in 2008
but is unlikely to carry again, and
still win comfortably with Ohio. But
without Ohio, Obama will be backed
into a corner. He'll have to hold on
to nearly every other state from the
previous election, which is highly
unprobable as to the likelihood of
retaining North Carolina and Virginia
is a tossup. One pollster at the New
York Times calculated that Ohio has
a 50 percent chance of being the
deciding state, with Virginia next in
importance at about 14 percent.
Speaking of North Carolina,
don't bother. Much attention has
been given to Romney's resilient lead
in the state, which Obama carried in
2008. If Obama pulls off a surprise
win here against the polling trends, it
almost certainly means he'll already
have earned the required 270 electoral
votes elsewhere. Romney faces the
same circumstances in Democraticleaning Pennsylvania and Wisconsin.
If Romney wins either, it almost
guarantees he will have already won

Ohio with its similar demographics
and weaker Democratic lean. Don't
let the media's need for a compelling
story trick you into thinking every
swing state is crucial in the election.
Pay attention to North Carolina's
neighbor, Virginia. It has 13 electoral
votes and no clear leader in the polls.
Combine Virginia with similarly
tied New Hampshire, Colorado and
Nevada and we're left with 25 tossup
votes which previously belonged to
Obama. Each of these four states
have different forces pulling the
electorate in different directions,
which will make for four interesting
stories come election night.
Mitt Romney maintains a summer
home in New Hampshire and was
the governor of Massachusetts,
its neighbor and media market.
Colorado elected Obama in 2008,
after eight straight presidential
Republican victories, and voted
Democrats into the governor's office
and Senate in 2010. Colorado may
come to symbolize the President's
rapid decline in popularity from
2008 should he lose, or his resiliency
despite the still-sputtering economy
if he wins. Iowa's 2008 Democratic
primary gave Obama his first victory
on his path to the nomination, and
a loss here would have similar
historical
resonance.
Nevada's
economic outlook is among the worst
in the nation, but its rising number
of Hispanics, a reliably Democratic
constituency, might negate Obama's
vulnerability on the economy. A win
for Obama here from Hispanic turnout
would send Shockwaves through the
Republican Party, which will have to
attract Hispanics or risk becoming
irrelevant in the Southwest. A win
for Romney would vindicate his oftspoken claim that this election is
essentially a referendum on Obama's
economic policies.
When you're sitting at the TV this
Nov. 6 watching the results trickle in,
you might want to keep this article
handy. Look out for these states.
After they've reported in, you might
as well just go to bed. You'll know
who's won.
is a sophomore majoring
in history. Email comments to letters®
thetigernews.com.

WILLIAM SHAW

Need something to occupy all
of your free time in college?
mail us @ opinions, the tigernews.c
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Paws up,

Sandy and the Election

A new study revealed that dogs can
catch yawns from humans.

♦
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KATHERINE ULLA

NOC, a nine-year-old beluga whale, can
make sounds very close to human speech.
This is the first time any aquatic animal has
spontaneously tried such mimicry.
Scientists concluded that the chicken came
first, not the egg, because the protein which
makes eggshells is only produced by hens.
A millionaire in Maryland uses his wealth to
dress up as Batman and visit and bring smiles
to sick children in hospitals.

Paws down
Shortly after becoming a smoker, your taste buds
and your ability to smell will be severely worse
than before.
Statistics show that 42 percent of
college graduates never read another
book after college.

News Editor

Hurricane Sandy has created more buzz about a weather
related event than I can remember in a long time. The storm
has caused a plethora of effects, from a chilly Clemson,
close to two feet of snow in West Virginia, business and school
closures due to flooding and devastation in the Northeast and Trickor-Treating postponement or cancellation in most affected areas.
However, Sandy's most notable indirect effect could be delaying
the 2012 Presidential Election, which is scheduled for Tuesday, Nov.
6. The U.S. Constitution gives Congress the power to decide the date
of the elections. Election Day has been the Tuesday immediately
following the first Monday in November since a Congressional
Declaration in 1872 for the date to be nationally uniform and this
date has been enforced since then, according to ABC News.
In order to change the Election Day, Congress would have to
pass a law to legally alter the date. Some states have laws that allow
them to extend or push back Election Day, such as Maryland which
allows the governor to push the election back or name alternative
voting locations during a state of emergency. The state election
board also has the right to petition the circuit court to take actions
that will "provide a remedy that is in the public interest and protects
the integrity of the electoral process," according the Maryland state
law codes. Monday and Tuesday of early voting in Maryland were
canceled, but Gov. Martin O'Malley expects for it to resume in most
areas on Wednesday and extended the early voting until Friday. He
did note that obvious problems in the western parts of the state will
prevent voting.

A notable case where elections were pushed back was the
2001 primaries in New York, schedule for Sept. 11. However, if
the Presidential Elections were to be pushed back, this would set a
completely new level of precedent.
Obviously a few issues arise when discussing what to do with
the looming elections. If the elections were to be pushed back only
for states affected by Sandy, this would give voters in those states an
unfair advantage of knowing the election results for the remaining
states who voted on Nov. 6, as well as additional campaign time for
voters in their respective states.
However, since I do not see Congress enacting anything to change
the voting date and because not all affected states have policies for
emergency voting, I predict voting will take place on Nov. 6, perhaps
with the relocation of a polling stations. This would result in many
voters not being able to vote in the election.
New Jersey Gov. Chris Christie said on Tuesday Oct. 30, "This
administration, at the moment, could give a damn less about Election
Day. It doesn't matter a lick to me. I've got much bigger fish to fry."
This sentiment leads me to believe that indeed, not much will be
changed to accommodate voters.
Even with different locations, voters might not vote due to not
knowing where the new locations are, not wanting to brave lines
as polling stations are combined or just not being able to reach the
location due to the devastation. Often people who are going to vote
no matter what vote early. "Swing" voters are the ones who vote on
election day and are now unlikely to make it to the polls.
This could cause interesting results as both presidential
incumbent Obama and Gov. Romney rely not only on swing states,
but also swing voters.
KATHERINE LALLA is a sophomore majoring in marketing. Email comments
to letters@thetigernews.com.
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Take a ride in our FREE lunch shuttle
Monday through Friday, 11:15a.m. until 2p.m.
Ride the week of October 29th and receive great deals,
like a buy one lunch buffet and get one half off coupon
For more information visit clemson.edu/centers-institutes/madren/shuttle • facebook.com/SeasonsbytheLake

Shuttle Pick U p Locations and Times
Depart from Seasons
IPTAY Office
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Fike Gymnasium
Sikes Hall
Hendrix Student Center
Admin Service Building
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INSIDE

Check out our recap of the Clemson - Virginia Tech soccer game from last night:
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WE'RE ON TWITTER!
@TheTigerSports

SPORTS

Fall Bait Orange tops Purple in intrasquad baseball series. Page C4
Get to Know: We chat with volleyball star, Alexa Rand Page C5

THE RIVALRY

KEVIN THOMAS
STAFF WRITER

This week Clemson (7-1,-4-1 ACC) hits the road
to travel to Durham to take on the 6-3 (3-2 in ACC)
Duke Blue Devils in Wallace Wade Stadium.
The No. 9 Clemson Tigers are coming off a 4213 throttling of Wake Forest in Winston-Salem last
Thursday night. The Blue Devils are coming off a
big, 48-7 loss to Florida State last weekend. This will
be a matchup of two high-powered offenses with the
Blue Devils averaging almost 32 points per game and
the Tigers averaging 41 points per game.
The Tigers offense has to be licking their chops
coming into this game as the Duke defense has
struggled this season, giving up 30 points per game.
Last week, the FSU offense had a field day against
the Blue Devils, racking up 560 total yards of offense (299 passing, 261 rushing). The Duke defense
is led by their secondary, and their top five tacklers
all come from that unit. Walt Canty leads the group
with 80 tackles, followed by Jordan Byas who has 59
tackles and two interceptions and Ross Cockrell is
third on the team with 50 tackles and four intercep-

tions. Duke also has a formidable pass-rusher on the
defensive line in Kenny Anunike, who has six tackles
for loss and five sacks.
Clemson is coming off of a performance where
they scored 35 points in the first half last week, and
then put it on cruise control.
Tajh Boyd set the single-game passing yardage record and threw five touchdowns. Boyd is having a
great season so far, throwing for 20 touchdowns and
running for another four. Sammy Watkins finally
had his breakout game, setting the Clemson singlegame receiving record with over 200 yards.
The Tigers should be able to impose their will
this weekend running and passing the ball against
the Blue Devils. The Duke secondary has good ball
skills, but they do not have the speed or athleticism
to keep up with Clemson, which is pretty much the
theme of the whole matchup. Clemson outclasses
Duke in terms of athleticism on their offense, and it
should be another big game for Boyd, Watkins and
DeAndre Hopkins.
The Tigers defense has improved greatly over the
past few games, but they are still giving up more than
24 points per game. This Duke offense is capable of

break was well placed as the Tigers made a seven
point comeback and finished strong with back-toback blocks from Alexa Rand and Simmons, and
three kills in a row from the Clemson offense to secure a 3-0 win over BC.
Natalie Patzin had a match-high 15 digs, moving her into fourth place on Clemson's all-time list.
Patzin passed Assistant Coach Jodi Steffes Welp who
had a career mark of 1,309 from 1998-2001. Patzin
finished the match at 1,320 career digs.
Clemson traveled to College Park, Md., on Sunday and defeated the Terrapins in fives ets to cap off
a successful road trip.

It was a moment that was as painful
to watch as anything else I've ever seen
on a football field.
Junior running back Marcus Lattimore ran into the arms of Tennessee
linebacker Herman Lathers as defensive back Eric Gordon slid in to tackle
the massive running back low. His
right leg planted into the ground could
not take the force of the defender slamming into his knee.
The hit wasn't dirty; it wasn't cheap.
It was just vicious.
Watching live, you knew it was bad.
As Marcus flipped over the linebacker,
he was already grabbing his leg. I said
to my buddy, "Oh, God. He's done."
The close-up shot only confirmed it
as we both peeled away from the television, trying to un-see a knee that was
clearly beyond immediate repair.
Immediately, everyone took to social
media to express their well wishes for
Lattimore. Everyone. This included
many, many Clemson fans, because at
the end of the day, the rivalry can be
set aside for an athlete that represents
everything good about college athletics: tremendous ability, tremendous
dedication and tremendous humility.
Just when the rivalry began to lose
some of its flame out of the common
well-wishes for No. 21, enter Steve
Spurrier with the gasoline hose that
doubles as his face.
Dabo Swinney took time out of his
Sunday teleconference to wish Latti-more well.
"My prayers go out to him and his
family," Swinney said. "I've had a heavy
heart for him ever since that happened.
We haven't seen the last of him from
a football standpoint, hopefully. He's
been a great representative of the game
and his university. I just lift him up in
my prayers."
Spurrier took some time out of
speaking at the rally/birthday celebration for the running back to take note
of Swinney's well-wishes.
"I read a lot of quotes about Marcus,
including one today from the coach of
our upstate school," Spurrier said. "You
know that team that used to beat us a
lot, but doesn't beat us anymore. Usually when that coach up there talks
about South Carolina, it's a bunch of
garbage, a bunch of BS usually, but I
have to agree with him."
... Well, that sure was necessary,
wasn't it, Steve-O?
I get it: Spurrier loves to take digs
at his rival schools, especially when he
has enjoyed success against them. It's
been his modus operandi ever since he
coached for Florida. But was this really the time to beat your chest about a

see DREAM page C5

see BIGGER page C6

scoring big numbers, but they are coming off of a
dismal performance against the Seminoles last weekend.
The big story for the Blue Devils is the health and
status of quarterback Sean Renfree. Renfree is one of
the best quarterbacks in the conference, but he suffered a head injury last weekend, and it is still uncertain if he will play. Renfree can really throw the ball
around with over 1800 yards passing and 11 touchdowns on the season. If Renfree cannot play, the job
will fall to Anthony Boone. Boone is much more of
a running threat than passing, and at 6-feet and 235
pounds, he is a load to bring down.
Conner Vernon, the ACC's all-time receptions
leader, leads the receiving corps for Duke, and he has
54 catches, 761 yards and five touchdowns on the
season. Jamison Crowder and Desmond Scott also
provide threats on the outside for the Blue Devils.
The Tigers defense is coming off of its two
best performances of the season, giving up 17 points
to Virginia Tech and 13 points to Wake Forest. A
big lift for the defense came with the insertion of
see TOBACCO page C5

A DREAM ROAD TRIP: TIGERS WIN IN CHESTNUT HILL COLLEGE PARK
PAYTON SHIVER
STAFF WRITER

Coach Jolene Hoover's volleyball team swept an
ACC weekend road trip with wins over Boston College and Maryland.
Coming off back-to-back home losses, the team
got back on track last Friday night in Chestnut Hill,
Mass. as the Tigers won in straight sets: 25-18, 25-12
and 25-22.
Sandra Adeleye led all players with 14 kills, Serenat Yaz had a season best .444 hit percentage, and
Mo Simmons picked up 10 kills with 15 digs in the
match. Hannah Brenner dug up a total of 11 balls for
her sixth double-double and 28th of her career with

11 kills, 11 digs.
The Tigers were hot on offensive, scoring 13-9
before a Boston College timeout. The break wasn't
enough as Clemson extended their lead to 19-12 until the Eagles tried a run of their own. The Tigers
shut down BC's attempt and closed the set at 25-18.
The second set was much like the first with
Clemson leading 14-9, prompting a BC timeout.
But just like the first set, Clemson was on fire offensively, hitting .405 with 16 kills and a single error
in 37 attempts. Clemson went into the third set, up
2-0.
Boston College came back strong in the third, taking an opposite approach to the first two sets. BC
led 14-7, forcing Coach Hoover into a timeout. The

UPCOMING

SCORES
FOOTBALL
Thursday, 10/25
Clemson 42 - Wake Forest 13
Winston-Salem, N.C.

MEN'S SOCCER
Saturday, 10/27
Maryland 2 - Clemson 2
College Park, Md.

VOLLEYBALL
Sunday, 10/28
Clemson 3 - Maryland 2
College Park, Md.

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
Friday, 11/2
vs. Anderson, 7 p.m. (Exhib.i
Clemson, S.C.

VOLLEYBALL
Friday, 11/2
@ Virginia Tech, 7 p.m.
Blacksburg, Va.

FOOTBALL
Saturday, 11/03
@ Duke, 7 p.m.
Durham, N.C.
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ROBBIE TINSLEY
SPORTS EDITOR

Tajh Boyd and Sammy Watkins both set individual
Clemson records en route to a 42-13 win over Wake
Forest in Winston-Salem on Thursday night.
Boyd threw for 428 yards, breaking a school record
for passing yards in a game previously held by Charlie Whitehurst who threw for 420 yards against North
Carolina in 2003. Along the way he threw five first-half
touchdowns to five separate receivers.
His favorite target all night was Sammy Watkins. The
sophomore from Fort Myers, Fla. caught eight passes for
202 yards and his first receiving touchdown of the year.
The 202 receiving yards in a single game broke a record
that teammate DeAndre Hopkins held for less than a
month.
It also equaled his yardage total from the first seven
games of the season.
"Maybe everybody will quit asking me about Sammy
Watkins now," Head Coach Dabo Swinney said, after
the game.
Offensive coordinator Chad Morris wasn't surprised
by Watkins' outburst.
"We knew that was coming," Morris said. "You see
that spark, and it just gives everybody that much energy. Getting him going at the right time, and this
team's going to need him the most at this point in
time in the season."
The Clemson offense took awhile to get going, but
once they did, there was no stopping them. After two
drives without points to start the game, the offense exploded for five straight touchdowns to end the first half.
A 57-yard bomb to Watkins set the Tigers' up inside
the red zone, and two plays later Boyd rolled and hit
tight end Brandon Ford for a 9-yard touchdown.
On the first play of the second quarter, someone
was due.
On third-and-ten, Boyd hit Watkins on a comeback
route past the marker, but No. 2 wasn't satisfied. He
bounced off a defender and dashed down the sideline.
He turned around the last defender with some help from
Jaron Brown and glided into the end zone for a 61 -yard
touchdown.
The pattern continued the next three drives — the
defense got a stop and the offense scored a touchdown.
A Jonathan Willard sack halted a Wake Forest drive
before Boyd hit Sam Cooper a 12-yard touchdown
down the seam for his second touchdown of the year.
Another sack, this time by Vic Beasley, forced another
Deacon punt, and Hopkins had the a chance to join in
on the touchdown party when Boyd hit him on a 12yard slant for Hopkins' 10th score of the year.
Teams like to turn to the screen pass when a defense is
getting too much pressure on the quarterback, but fumbling at the end of that play is usually ill-advised. Unfortunately for head coach Jim Grobe, nobody told Josh
Harris, as cornerback Cortez Davis knocked the ball
loose on the next drive for tackle Josh Watson to recover.
Four plays later, it was finally sophomore receiver
Charone Peake's time to shine. A 2-yard fade marked
his first career touchdown, and it was the first time
Clemson scored 28 points in a quarter in an ACC
road game since 2000.
Despite the 35-0 lead, there were nervy moments for
the traveling Clemson faithful.
Wake Forest stormed down the field before halftime,
thanks in part to a couple Clemson penalties and finished any thoughts of a shutout when Tanner Price hit
Tommy Bohanon for an 8-yard score.
The third quarter was one to forget for the Clemson
offense as it was only the second quarter all year in which
they scored no points. It also included Chander Catanzaro's first missed field goal of the year, as he hooked a
*48-yard attempt wide to the left.
The Deacons responded immediately after the missed
field goal. A long run by Josh Harris set up another
touchdown to Bohanon, this time from 18 yards away.
But despite everything stacked against them and
the momentum starting to slide, Wake Forest would
get no closer. And when D.J. Howard capped offa 13
play, 86 yard drive, with his first touchdown of the
year, any doubts of a 7-1 start were quelled.
Clemson will travel to Durham next Saturday for a
showdown with the Duke Blue Devils.
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s Them in
AARON RANSDELL

Sammy Watkins is back, ladies and gentleman
... again.
After the media and fans alike started to wonder
if he was in a sophomore slump, the Clemson wide
receiver made a statement on the road against Wake
Forest during the ever-unpredictable Thursday night
ESPN matchup.
Watkins has withstood detractors all season, questioning if he was still the same receiver ,or if he still had it.
It was not that he did not have it — he is still the
same Sammy Watkins that has become a household
name — but the reason why he has not seen the record books yet this season is because Clemson simply has too many offensive weapons. It is nothing to
complain about, but it is the truth.
On Thursday night, No. 2 reminded us all that he
is one of those weapons.
Watkins had eight receptions for 202 yards and one
touchdown, which broke the school record that was
previously held by DeAndre Hopkins. Hopkins set it
earlier this year with 197 yards against Boston College.
Watkins had three catches for more than 50 yards,
but arguably his most important catch was his 61yard touchdown catch to start the second quarter.
Clemson finished off the first quarter with a deep
pass to Watkins, which was overthrown, something
that is difficult to do with a receiver as fast as he is.
To start off the second quarter though, it was not a
deep pass that got him in the end zone, it was a deep
comeback route where Watkins broke tackles and cut
up field.
The Tigers lined up in the pistol and had three re-

ceivers out — one tight end and one running back.
Hopkins was alone on the right side of the line, and
on the left side Jaron Brown was in the slot position
with Watkins out far left.
Wake Forest knew that Clemson had speed, so
they played their safeties and cornerbacks conservatively, hoping they would not get beat by the deep
pass again. The two corners that covered Hopkins
and Watkins were both around 8 yards off of the receivers in an effort to give them time to judge the
route and hopefully make a stop on a short pass play.
Wake Forest lined up in a nickel formation and
had three down lineman with four linebackers and
four secondary players. When the ball was snapped,
they rushed three of the four linebackers and dropped
the fourth into coverage, in case Clemson's tight end
Sam Cooper rolled out for a pass.
With the Tigers already leading by seven points,
Clemson quarterback Tajh Boyd dropped back for a
pass, looking to his first read, DeAndre Hopkins. Hopkins ran a mirror route of what Watkins ran on the left
side — a deep comeback. The offensive line, who has
been severely underrated so far this year, gave Boyd a
horde of time to progress through his reads. In addition to the pass blocking by the line, Andre Ellington
also picked up one of the blitzing linebackers, one of
his skills that will make him a steal at the next level.
With the time Boyd had, he chucked the ball as
soon as Watkins turned back to his quarterback. A
leaping Watkins was in single coverage and easily
came down with the ball along the sideline at the
Wake Forest 46-yard line. Wake Forests cornerback,

Kevin Johnson went in trying to arm-tackle Watkins
who easily shook him off and turned up field. Chibuikem Okoro, another Wake Forest cornerback,
came into take down Watkins, but Sammy slipped
through his arms and made his way up the field.
After Watkins broke two tackles, he sped up the
sidelines as another Wake Forest defender came into try
to bring down the elusive wide receiver. This time the
victim was linebacker Riley Haynes who ran in front of
Watkins to try to slow him down.
Before Haynes knew it though Watkins cut back
twice, spinning him around hard enough for Sammy to
be off to the races. Fellow Clemson receiver Jaron Brown
came into help block for Watkins and nearly committed
a "block in the back" penalty, but had the presence of
mind to keep his hands off of the defender and let Watkins tote the rock into the end zone for the easy score.
"Coach Morris called the plays aggressive this week,
and I played aggressive, and we just came out and executed all the plays he called," Watkins said. "I just
played within the system and got open and got great
balls from Tajh. I'm just getting back in the groove, and
I think next week it should carry on as well."
For Watkins, that catch put him over the 100yard mark on the game, with three catches, 123
yards and a touchdown. At halftime, he had already
bested his own career high of 155 receiving yards
with 177.
By the end of the game, he had doubled his receiving output on the season, and for now, it looks like
Watkins is back.
For good this time.
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GETTING BACK IN THE SWING OF THINGS
Orange tops Purple in Intrasquad series to end fall practices.

BRAD HAIDER
STAFF WRITER

The Detroit Tigers and San Francisco Giants are
not the only two teams in America to play some baseball in the last week.
The Clemson Tigers baseball team took to the
field at Doug Kingsmore Stadium for their Orange and Purple Series. The series pitted the Tigers
against each other in three intra-squad games last
Friday, Saturday and Sunday. The Purple team
won Fridays matchup but proceeded to drop both
Saturday and Sunday's games to the Orange team
giving them the 2-1 series win.
Fridays game featured a pitchers' duel with the
Purple team winning by a score of 3-2 in the tenth
inning on a game-winning single by freshman outfielder Steven Duggar.
The bats woke up for Saturdays game though.
The Orange team jumped out to a 5-0 lead in the
bottom of the first inning. Orange's Maleeke Gibson's one out walk was followed by a single for Tyler
Krieger, giving them runners on the corners with
one out.
A Shane Kennedy single brought home Gibson
and moved Krieger to third. Andrew Cox's walk loaded the bases with Joe Costigan coming to the plate.
Costigan came through for Orange, smacking a single
to drive in two more runs.
The Purple team got on the board for the first rime
in the top of the second inning. Junior Jon McGibbon led off for Purple, with a double giving them a
runner in scoring position. Freshmen Jackson Campana then lined a home run to left field, cutting- the
Orange lead to 5-2.
The Orange team scored again in the bottom
of the second inning. Freshmen Maleeke Gibson
reached base safely for the second time in the game,
this time via a single. Gibson then proceeded to steal
second base. Two batters later, Garrett Boulware
singled to bring in Gibson, increasing the Orange
team's lead to 6-2.
The Purple team's Jackson Campana, who finished
the game 3 for 4, hit his second homerun of the game
in the fourth inning cutting the Orange lead to 6-3.
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Orange blew the game open in the fifth. Andrew
Cox's single scored Garrett Boulware from third. The
Orange team had the bases loaded two batters later
and Thomas Brittle came up to bat. Brittle cleared
the bases with a grand slam on a deep homerun to
right-center field. Maleeke Gibson then tripled for his
second hit of the afternoon and scored by way of a
Tyler Krieger sacrifice fly, giving the Orange team a
nine run lead by a score of 12-3.
The Purple team scored two runs in the top of the
sixth, courtesy of a double by sophomore Jay Baum.
The Orange team tacked on another run in the bottom half of the sixth to increase their lead 13-5. The
Purple team could only muster two runs in the top of
the seventh inning to cut the lead to six, but that was
all the scoring for the rest of the game.
In the rubber match of the series on Sunday, the
Orange team once again jumped out to a lead in the
bottom of the first inning after scoring a run on an error. The Purple team leveled the score in the top of the
second, but lost the lead after the Orange team scored
a run in the bottom of the second on four singles.
In the top of the third inning, Tyler Slaton led
off with a single and advanced to third on a Steven
Duggar double. Both Duggar and Slaton scored on
a single by Jon McGibbon. A Jay Baum single moved
McGibbon to third, and he was able to score when
Baum got caught in a rundown between first and second, giving the Purple team the 4-2 lead.
A Garrett Boulware single drove in a run for the
Orange team in the bottom of the fifth inning to cut
the Purple lead to 4-3. Both teams added a run in the
seventh inning making the score 5-4 with two innings
left to play.
In the bottom of the ninth inning, Kevin Bradley led off for the Orange team and singled. Bradley
moved to second on a sacrifice bunt. John Mulkey
walked to give the Orange team runners on first and
second. Maleeke Gibson singled to score, Bradley and
Mulkey moved to third after a misplay by the centerfielder. Mulkey then scored on a throwing error by the
shortstop, winning the game for the Orange team in
walk-off fashion by a score of 6-5.
The series signified the end of fall practice for the
Tiger baseball team. The Tigers open the season on
Feb. 15 at home against Williams & Mary.

The Purple team squeaked out a win on Friday but were overmatched by Orange for the rest of the series.

CAN ANYONE BEAT THE HEAT?
We preview the new-look NBA ahead of tip-off.
BRYAN DOHERTY
STAFF WRITER

Fresh off the franchise's second
NBA championship and officially
ending the "LeBron can't win a ring"
saga once and for all, the NBA season
has kicked off. The defending champion, Miami Heat, look to protect
their crown as a mass of teams try to
dethrone them.
Quite a bit has changed in the
NBA landscape from the last time we
saw the league in play, with a number of teams making moves that they
hope will bolster their chance at a
title. The Nets went out and got Joe
Johnson to team with Deron Williams, trying to set the foundation for
their own mega-team that they would
bring Dwight Howard in to join. The
Celtics got Jeff Green back from a
season-ending heart surgery a year
ago and added Jason Terry to their
bench as a sixth-man type ownership
felt they lacked nearly a year ago.
Ironically that move almost directly led to the departure of Ray Allen to Miami, to join the champs as
yet another knockdown shooter surrounding the big three they brought
together just a few summers ago. Jason Kidd ended up in New York in a
backup role, and the Thunder shook
up the western conference when they
dealt James Harden at the eleventh

hour to the Houston Rockets for a
boatload, most notably Kevin Martin and rookie Jeremy Lamb out of
Uconn.
However the story everyone has
been talking about for months is the
Lakers and their instant resurgence after a couple blockbuster deals. What
started by poaching Steve Nash from
the Suns for 10 cents on the dollar,
only got more frustrating for the rest
of the league when they were able to
win the Dwight Howard sweepstakes
in a blockbuster four-team deal that
saw Andre Igoudala end up in Denver
and Andrew Bynum go to Philadelphia. The Lakers, seemingly on their
last legs after getting ceremoniously
embarrassed by the Thunder in the
second round a year ago, instantly
put themselves back in the title chase
with one offseason.
Of course there will be plenty of
competition trying to keep them
down. The Thunder, even after the
loss of Harden, possesses an extremely talented and youthful core, led by
their MVP candidate Kevin Durant
and his sidekick Russell Westbrook.
After getting a taste of the NBA Finals last year, there has to be a hunger
in them to get back and redeem their
loss. If it's not the Thunder, it may
be the Spurs. After a first round exit
two years ago when they were upset
by the eight seeded Grizzlies, the

Spurs were supposed to be done; too
long in the teeth to compete with the
younger, more athletic bunch.
However, a couple of draft classes .
have started to pay off, and the Spurs
again look to be a legitimate threat
in the west, coached up by one of
the game's best in Greg Popovich and
riding the three-headed core that has
brought them four rings in the last
decade: Tim Duncan, Tony Parker
and Manu Ginobili.
On the other side of the league
everything starts with the Miami
Heat. LeBron James lifted the weight
of the world off his shoulders last
June, shedding his label as one who
couldn't come through in the biggest
moment. Even with an aging and injury-prone Dwayne Wade as his partner in crime, the Heat added Rashard
Lewis and Ray Allen to Chris Bosh
and the rest of the bunch in hopes of
adding depth and veteran leadership
to an already talented team.
Sitting on the Heat's heels is the
team that was one victory away from
eliminating them a year ago: the Boston Celtics. Beyond the addition of
Terry and return of Jeff Green, the
Celtics convinced Kevin Garnett to
kick start his engine for a couple more
seasons; the captain, Paul Pierce, has
signed up to battle with him. Still, the
Celtics chances ultimately lie in the
hands of the dynamic Rajon Rondo,

a crafty point guard who, despite the
criticism of not being able to shoot,
dominated the Eastern Conference
Finals, showed when the lights turn
brightest he brings his best.
Between Indiana, Chicago and
a few others, you have a number of
East teams ready to step up as the
main contender to the Heat and
Celtics in the East. Carmelo Anthony
and Amare Stoudemire could figure
it out and give the Knicks a championship contender the Madison
Square Garden faithful thought they
were getting when Melo came over
from Denver. Perhaps it is the upstart
Pacers who came from nowhere a year
ago to finish third in the East and put
a brief scare into the Heat in the second round before falling in six.
You have an MVP race that could
produce any number of winners, an
exciting rookie class headlined by
the stars of last year's national championship Kentucky Wildcats team,
Anthony Davis and Michael KiddGilchrist as well a full 82 game season
that we're accustomed to seeing prior
to the lockout-shortened season of a
year ago.
We'll know in June which two
teams will separate from the pack to
play for the Larry O'Brien trophy; in
the meantime, settle in and catch the
action as it kicks off for its opening
this week.
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TIGERS TIE TOP
RANKED TERPS
CODY HANKS
STAFF WRITER

The Tigers went into College Park
this past Saturday to take on the No.
1 ranked Terrapins and came from behind to earn a hard-fought 2-2 draw.
Early in the game Patrick Mullins
struck first for the Terrapins, firing the
ball into the net in the second minute
of play. It was Mullins's 11th goal of
the year.
The Terrapins struck again in the
46th minute on a goal from Schillo
Tshuma, his seventh of the season, to
take a 2-0 lead. Tshuma was helped
by assists from Mikey Ambrose and
Sunny Jane.
Down two goals, a comeback looked
impossible for the Tigers, but whatever
Clems.on coach Mike Noonan said at
halftime did the trick.
The rally started in the 53rd minute
when Paul Clowes assisted Alex Stockinger on his first goal of the season to
cut the Terrapin lead in half.
Just 6-and-a-half minutes later, the
lead had fully evaporated, thanks to a
goal by Amadou Dia, who put the rebound from Austin Savage's shot in the
back of the net. It was also Dia's first
goal of the season.
After two well-played overtime periods, the game ended in a 2-2 draw.

DREAM from page Cl
Brenner led Clemson with a seasonbest 51 assists. Simmons tallied up 19
kills, tying her career high and a team
season-high for Clemson. She added 24.5
points on the match, the top mark for any
Clemson player this season. Simmons
picked up three aces, three total blocks
and got her sixth double-double of
the season.
Yaz's 17 kills during the match were a
season high for the senior and she picked
up her 35th double-double of her career.
Adeleye had a team-best eight blocks,
and Patzin totaled 75 digs for the entire
match.
The Tigers jumped out strong in the
first set at 10-3, but Maryland turned
around and answered with a long side
out, securing the close first set at 27-25.
The second set was all offense as Brenner
guided her team to a .444 hitting aver-

"The team wanted to play well,"
said Coach Noonan. "They have a
confidence that when they play well,
they can play with anyone in the nation. Our hat is off to Maryland - they
are a very good team. We are going
to work hard and prepare for Virginia
Tech as they come to Clemson Thursday night."
Goalkeeper Cody Mizell had two
saves on 19 Maryland shots, while his
Terrapin counterpart Keith Cardona
did not register a save on seven shots by
Clemson. Maryland had an advantage
in corner kicks, with five to Clemson's
two, as well as in fouls, racking up
only seven while Clemson climbed into
double digits with ten.
This was the second time in two
seasons that top-ranked Maryland
side lost a half-time lead to Clemson.
Noonan's team were down a goal at
home last year and down to ten men
before rallying in the second half for
two goals and an improbable win.
With the result, Maryland won the
regular season ACC Championship.
The Tigers took on Virginia Tech
Thursday night at Historic Riggs Field
for Senior Night. It will have been the
last regular season game of the year with
the ACC Championships beginning next
week. Please go to our website to look at
our recap of the game.

age for the set and winning 25-17. Defense stepped it up in the third, tallying
five blocks and 19 digs compared to the
Terrapins nine.
Clemson entered the fourth set with
a 2-1 lead, but Maryland wasn't finished
just yet. The Terps took a 10-6 lead after seven straight points. The Tigers returned the favor scoring the next eight in
a row, pushing Maryland into a timeout.
The break was well placed as Maryland
came back to win the fourth, 25-22. The
fifth match was a victory for the Tigers
with Yaz and Adeleye leading the ladies
to a 15-9 win.
The sweep of BC and Maryland will
give momentum to the Tigers as they
travel to Virginia, staying on the road for
the second weekend in a row. The Tigers
challenge Virginia Tech Friday night
and Virginia on Saturday. The Tigers'
record now sits at 16-8 overall and 7-6

W:
PAYTON SHIVER
STAFF WRITER

Senior special education major Alexa Rand
had nine kills, seven blocks and a total of 14
points for the Tigers in their match against
Miami Friday night in Jervey. On Sunday, the
Ohio native had three blocks, two of which
were solo, moving her all-time number to 579.
Standing at 6'3", the middle hitter is a force
to be reckoned with on the court. As a freshman, Alexa was named to the 2009 ACC AllFreshman Team, ranked second in the ACC in
hitting percentage and blocking and she has
posted the best hitting day of an ACC Player
in 2009 when she had 15 kills and 17 attacks
(.882) against North Carolina.
Alexa continued to turn heads in 2010 after
a stunning freshman season when she led the
ACC in blocking and ranked eighth nationally.
She broke a 22 year-old school record with 13
block assists against Duke and recorded her
300th career block during her sophomore season. Alexa was named to the Clemson Classic
All-Tournament with 16 kills and 16 blocks,
four of which were solo blocks in a tight game
against Georgia Tech to take the win.
She was then named AU-ACC Academic
Team in 2010 and 2011. Her junior year continued to prove her to be a formidable foe when
she was named to the All-ACC Volleyball
Team, received a 2011 AVCA All-Region Team
Honorable Mention, was voted the College of
Charleston Invitational MVP and was granted
membership to The Big Orange Bash All-Tournament Team. Rand had double figure blocks
four times in her junior season and remained

(

in the ACC.
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TOBACCO frontpage Cl
Spencer Shuey into the starting middle
linebackers role. Shuey has provided a
solid run defender and has really helped
to get everyone lined up correctly before
the play.
The defensive line has really stepped
up their play lately as well, with guys like
D.J. Reader, Josh Watson, Corey Crawford and Malliciah Goodman beginning
to make plays in the past few games.
The secondary for Clemson is a bit thin
now due to some injuries, but Bashaud
Breeland is expected back this Saturday.
Rashard Hall, Jonathan Meeks and Garry Peters have become more consistent
recently, and these players will have their
hands full against Duke.
The key to this matchup will
be if Renfree can play for the Blue Devils. If he does play, the Tigers defensive
line should be able to get some pressure,
but Renfree will be able to exploit the

secondary if he has enough time. However, if Renfree cannot play, the Tigers
should be able to contain Boone, and a
lot of that will be because of Shuey and
Tig Willard.
Going into Wallace Wade Stadium is
always a bit scary for the Tigers. From
the comatose environment to the seating
capacity of just over 30,000 fans (most of
which will be wearing orange) to having
your locker room 100 yards away from
the stadium, it is just a different place to
play. However, there is expected to be a
large group of Clemson fans traveling to
Durham, and that should help the Tigers wake up for this primetime game.
The running theme of this game is
that Clemson seems to outclass Duke
at pretty much every position.
The Tigers have a lot more talent
and depth than the Blue Devils, and
they should be able to win this game
handily. This game kicks off at 7 p.m.
and will be televised on ESPN2.

\

ranked at 8th in the nation for blocks per set,
moving to 2nd in the ACC.
As intimidating as Alexa looks on paper,
she's actually a sweet, very approachable person. Despite being almost a full foot taller than
our interviewer, we got to speak with her oneon-one and were able get to know one of Clemson's star volleyball players a little better.
TTS: Who turned you to the sport of volleyball and how did you get started?
Alexa KiiaJr My friends were all going to
the tryout in 7th grade, and I just wanted to
go to have fun. It ended up being a lot more
intense than I thought, but I loved it and now
I'm here.
TTS: Who is your biggest inspiration?
ARs My biggest inspiration is my mother.
She's always been there for me and inspired me
to be who I am today.
TTS: I know that you and the team listen to
a lot of songs during the warm-up right before
the game, but do you have your own particular warm-up song you listen to before you get
ready for a match?
AR: Yes, "Brand New" by Lil' Wayne.
TTS: Would you rather be attacked by a big
bear or a swarm of bees?
AR: Definitely a bear; I'm deathly afraid of bees.
TTS: How many languages can you speak?
AR: Just one — English!
TTS: Are you afraid of heights?
AR: Not at all.
TTS: Last one — what's your favorite food?
ARs Pasta.
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BIGGER from page Cl
three-game winning streak?
So much about the Lattimore injury
and the reaction thereof was about more
than just football. You didn't feel awful
just because it was a good player who will
have to fight tooth and nail to make it
to the NFL, but because he was a good
student and a good person, too.
In a time that was supposed to be
about something bigger than the rivalry,
we found something else that was bigger
than the both of them: Spurrier's ego.
When asked if he had heard Spurrier's
comment during his Monday night callin show, Dabo offered only the following.
"I don't really have a comment other
than I'm embarrassed for him. That
would be about the only thing I have to
say about that."
Some people have wondered in the
past whether Swinney really hates South
Carolina or not. They argued that he
clearly hates Auburn, because they are
the rival of his alma mater, Alabama,
and it showed during his Tigers games
against them. Just look at the reaction
to Jamie Harper's diving touchdown
catch in Jordan-Hare two years ago or
the speech after Auburn's streak ended
in "Death Valley, South Carolina (baby)"
last year.
But they didn't the same fire in him
when he coached the South Carolina
game, and maybe that is why these Tigers
don't beat those Gamecocks anymore.
Well, with the verbal spat between
him and Spurrier over the past 11
months, starting with the impassioned
speech days before the ACC Championship Game, I have a sneaking suspicion
that we are going to see some "Auburnlike" fire out of Clemson and their head
coach, come Nov. 24.
There is a fire storm brewing in the
Palmetto State, folks; the likes of which
we have never seen before.
And it's going to be at full blaze in a
month's time.
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FROM ALL OF US AT THE JIGER, WE
CAN'T WAIT TO SEE YOU BACK ON
THE FOOTBALL FIELD.
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No business degree? No problem.
Put Your Liberal Arts Degree to Work

Attend our free MBA information session.
Madren Conference Center
Tuesday, November 13, 2012
6:00 p.m.
Meet Jimmy Maners, a 2012 MBA graduate and Clemson
University alumnus, who will discuss how his MBA
experience prepared him for a variety of opportunities
in marketing and operations.

Register at go.cofc.edu/mbasession.
Contact Penny McKeeverto learn more about
our one-year global MBA program.

mckeeverp@cofc.edu | 843.953.8112

COLLEGE o
CHARLESTC
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
MBA
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Editors of the Clemson and Duke student
papers look at this week's contest.
THE VQER SFOKfS

THE CHRONICLE

AARON RANSDELL

DANIEL CARP

ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

ASSOCIATE EDITOR

Daniel Carp: The running joke around the
ACC this season has been that Duke is finally
no longer just a basketball school. Has the community at Clemson taken notice to the newfound
success of Duke football?
Aaron Ransdell: The Clemson community
has definitely taken notice to Duke's success. With Duke becoming bowl eligible for
the first time since 1994, this game won't be
nearly as easy as Clemson thought to begin the
season. Duke has shown that it isn't looking
for the upset anymore, and is a team not to be
overlooked this season.
That being said, the feeling is still that
Duke is still Duke and they are still a basketball school in many eyes and until there is consistency on the gridiron, that won't change. It's
not going to be an easy win by any means, but
Clemson fans are still confident heading into
the game.
DC: Clemson clearly has plenty of weapons on
the offensive side ofthe ball, but who are the key
contributors on the Tiger defense that will need
to step up this week against a Duke offense that
has put up a lot of points this season?
AR: Clemson's defensive secondary has
been suspect all season, but one of the players
that has stood out has been true freshman Travis Blanks. Blanks has shown that his coverage
ability far exceeds his age and he tackles in the
open field really well.
Another player to watch for is linebacker
Spencer Shuey. No. 33 is a workaholic and
has earned his play time with aggressive run
stopping and his ability to take down running
backs behind the line of scrimmage.
One player who may or may not make an
impact against Duke is senior safety Jonathan
Meeks. Meeks is a ball-hawk but somehow

gets beat down field easily. Depending on how
he plays, Clemson could shut-down the Duke
offense or get into a shootout.
DC: Needing some help to win the Atlantic
Division and get into the ACC Championship
game, how has Clemson been able to maintain
focus and put up quality wins after its loss to
Florida State?
AR: Clemson's coach Dabo Swinney has
kept his team focused by worrying about
Clemson and no one else. It can get easy to
get wrapped up in watching another team
when you need them to lose, but Clemson has
retained their concentration on the task at
hand. The Tigers aren't expecting to win
the ACC Atlantic, so there is no pressure
on them beside to win their games one week
at a time.
At this point, Clemson is looking to win out
and hopefully finish 11-1, and if Florida State
happens to drop an ACC game, then it will be
an unexpected but pleasant surprise.
Player to Watch — DE Malliciah Goodman: The senior defensive end has yet to live
up to his hype, and with Duke having a high
powered offense, it will come down to how the
defensive line plays. If Goodman has a breakout game, Clemson will have no problem putting Duke in the rear view mirror.
Prediction: Even though this is a road
game, Clemson's offense will have no problem
firing on all cylinders. Points will be scored
by Clemson, and with the way that Clemson's
defense has improved, expect them to get stops
when Clemson needs it most. This offense is
good, but the Tiger D has been making big
plays as of late, and I don't see the trend ending soon.
Clemson 42 - Duke 17

Aaron Ransdell: Obviously he's never going to be on
Coach K's level of popularity, but just how much love is
David Cutcliffe getting on campus and in the fan base for
the remarkable work he has done with the Duke football
team?
Daniel Carp: David Cutcliffe is definitely getting
all the credit he deserves for how far he has taken this
football team. He's one of the most likable guys in
college football and has turned Duke, a school that is
normally associated with a "villainous" basketball program, into one of the country's upstart success stories.
The students at Duke love him and have learned how
to embrace this football team, and more importandy,
Cutcliffe and this team have embraced the student
body as well.
Although you'll hear Cutcliffe's name thrown
around college football's coaching carousel this offseason due to his success at Duke, this really seems to be a
place that he has grown to call his home.
AR: Sean Renfree and Connor Vernon have really
been the driving force behind the Blue Devil offense, but
who are some of the unsung guys that really haven't gotten
enough credit for the work they've put in?
DC: The three people that pop into my mind are
players that were forced to switch to new positions this
off-season and have made an instant impact in their
new roles.
Senior Desmond Scott shifted from running back
to wide receiver and is a reliable option out of the slot.
This year he's caught 45 passes for 453 yards and has
been called upon often when Vernon draws double
teams from opponents.
Junior Brandon Braxton made the switch from wide
receiver to safety and has played all over the defensive backfield in Duke's 4-2-5 scheme. He's the Blue
Devils' fifth-leading tackier on the season and brings
physical play to a secondary that has been decimated
by injuries this year.
Finally, redshirt sophomore Brandon Connette has

taken on a very versatile role within the Duke offense
this season. A quarterback all his life, Connette has
taken the occasional snap under center as a wildcat
quarterback, but has appeared all over the field for the
Blue Devils at running back, wide receiver, tight end
and safety.
AR: What does Duke have to learn from their trip to
Tallahassee if they want to pull off the upset this week?
DC: Duke has to neutralize the Tigers' big-play potential at the wide receiver position. Sammy Watkins
has received most of the attention since his return to
the lineup, but DeAndre Hopkins has arguably been
the most dangerous receiving threat in the ACC this
season.
Tajh Boyd has more than enough weapons down
the field, and the Blue Devils can't afford to repeat last
weekend when they allowed 282 yards through the air
on just eight completions from E.J. Manuel.
Duke showed it could force four turnovers against
one of the best offenses in the country, if it can keep
the Tigers in front of them this week, they'll be able
to get some stops on defense and have a chance in this
game.
Player to watch — WR Jamison Crowden He's
been Duke's X-factor all season long and has home run
potential every time the ball is snapped. He's the type
of player that needs to get in a rhythm early; so look
for Sean Renfree or Anthony Boone to look for him up
top early in the game. If Crowder can establish himself
from the first snap, that will open things up for Vernon
and the rest of Duke's athletic cast of wide receivers.
Prediction: Duke is undefeated in front of a home
crowd this season and has shown its ability to rebound
after a loss, so it wouldn't surprise me if this is tighter
than most people expect it to be. It should shape up
to be a high-scoring affair, but I think in the end the
Tigers' high-flying offense will prove to be too much
for the Blue Devil defense.
Clemson 38 - Duke 27.
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"THERE ARE A LOT OF THINGS A MAN CAN DO WITH HIS TIME. AND FANTASY FOOTBALL
IS BETTER THAN ALL OF THEM "
ROBERT SNYDER III
STAFF WRITER

This week could get interesting with starting jobs on the line,
and with only one team in the NFL with an undefeated record
a target is put firmly on the Atlanta Falcons. This week we'll see
how they handle the always dangerous Dallas Cowboys in our
fantasy game of the week.
Players to Start
Michael Vick, QB, Philadelphia Eagles, (at Saints) — Right
now it may sound crazy with how Vick and the Eagles offense
is playing, but Vick could have a huge day in the Superdome
against one of the league's worst'defenses. This could be the day
that gets this incredible playmaker back on his game, so don't
give up on Vick yet.
Trent Richardson, RB, Cleveland Browns, (vs. Ravens) —
Richardson has given Cleveland exactly what they needed — a
dominant, hardnosed running back who can carry the team. The
Baltimore defense has been anything but frightening as they usually are, since the loss of Ray Lewis. Richardson could pile up the
yards this week coming in fully healthy this week.
Matt Forte, RB, Chicago Bears, (at Titans) — Forte and the
Bears' offense have been firing on all cylinders, especially with
the stability of quarterback Jay Cutler this year. Forte could really
tee off this weekend against a soft Tennessee defense.
Reggie Wayne, WR, Indianapolis Colts, (vs. Dolphins) —
Wayne has become rookie sensation Andrew Luck's most targeted
wide receiver, leading the NFL with 92 catches. Luck will look to
Wayne early and often against a weak Dolphins secondary who
will give Wayne little trouble this week.

Denarius Moore, WR, Oakland, Raiders, (vs. Buccaneers)
— Moore has been very productive in recent weeks, and having
a touchdown in each of his last three games shows it. Moore goes
up against a hyper-active Tampa defense that gives up big plays
in the passing game.
Jermaine Gresham, TE, Cincinnati Bengals, (vs. Broncos)
— Gresham has been productive this year averaging around 50
yards and about five receptions a game. This week he has a favorable matchup against the Broncos who have allowed the second
most fantasy points to opposing tight ends.
Players to Sit
Ryan Fitzpatrick, QB, Buffalo Bills, (at Texans) — Fitzpatrick has been the man against decent defenses, but whenever he
plays an elite defense he folds under the pressure. Houston has
one of those elite defenses that will give Fitzpatrick a nightmare
of an afternoon.
Chris Johnson, RB, Tennessee Titans, (vs. Bears) — Johnson has been more of what we expected in recent weeks but he is
still inconsistent; don't expect him to turn up the dial once again
this week against this impenetrable Bears defensive front. Johnson should have a tough time running much of anywhere this
weekend when the "Bad News Bears" come into town.
Darren Sproles, RB, New Orleans, (vs. Eagles) — Sproles
had four rushing attempts and -1 yard last week. I believe it's a
fair estimate that he shouldn't get the start this week against a
very talented Philadelphia defense. The Eagles front seven should
keep Sproles' production catching passes out of the backfield this
week.
Jordy Nelson, WR, Green Bay Packers, (vs. Cardinals) —
Nelson has been on fire lately with four touchdowns and 240

yards, but he is questionable this week after missing last week's
game with a hamstring injury. If Nelson plays it will be for a
short time; Rodgers has too many targets to give a gimpy Nelson
the start.
Miles Austin, WR, Dallas Cowboys, (at Falcons) — Austin has been consistent week-in and week-out, but this week he
faces the undefeated Atlanta Falcons who have only allowed four
touchdowns to opposing wide outs. This doesn't look like a great
matchup for Austin.
Martellus Bennett, TE, New York Giants, (vs. Steelers) —
Bennett was playing out of this world to start off the season, but
he has come back down to earth with zero touchdowns in the
last five weeks. Bennett probably won't change his luck this week
against the Steelers defense who is only allowing an average of
five fantasy points a game.
Players to Pick Up
John Skelton, QB, Arizona Cardinals, (at Green Bay) —
Skelton is not a great fantasy option, but he will have to throw
the ball all day playing against Green Bay. They don't have the
best defense so Skelton could score some points. Skelton could
be a possible option with several quarterbacks on a bye week.
Cecil Shorts, WR, Jacksonville Jaguars, (vs. Detroit) —
Shorts has been somewhat reliable this year for their young
quarterback, Blaine Gabbert. Shorts has 22 fantasy points in the
last two weeks and he could put up the same numbers this week
against a middle-tier Detroit defense.
Donald Brown, RB, Indianapolis Colts, (vs. Dolphins) —
Brown is back to full strength this week after returning from
limited action last week, and he looked decent running for 80
yards. Brown will go back to getting the majority of the reps and
could be a flex option this week against the fish.

He'll have you texting in no time.

CLEMSON
Sports Medicine & Rehabilitation
Just Outside of Campus on Hwy. 93,
Next to Gold's Gym!

INTERESTED IN
SPORTS LAYOUT?
I'm leaving and will need a
replacement in the Spring!

Hand pain or injury slowing you down?
WE'VE ADDED HAND THERAPY IN CLEMSON!!
• Orthopaedic and Traumatic Hand Injuries and Pain
• Post-Surgical Conditions of the Wrist and Hand (i.e. Carpal Tunnel)
| • Tendonitis of the wrist and elbow (i.e. Tennis Elbow, Golfer's
Elbow, Dequervain's Tendonitis)
h
Arthritis Pain
, \
Degloving Injuries and Burns
Vazquez, OTR/L, CHT
Custom Splinting

Nelson
Certified Hand Therapist

Is knee or joint pain keeping you from staying active?
We also specialize in running, sports performance enhancement,
& treatment of orthopaedic injuries:
• Muscle Strains, Joint Sprains, Sports Injuries
Heather Cumbie, PT, ATC
Physical Therapist/Director
• Back & Neck Pain
Hwy.93 864»722»6037
• Running Related Ankle, Knee,
www.csmr.org
Hip Pain/Instability
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to understand where their money is going. And I
think it's also important for people to say, "I am
helping make a strong athletic department even
stronger by giving these gifts." We need to show
that we are good stewards of the resources we
have, whether it's in an annual report or quarterly
statement via email or newsletter."
Radakovich took time out of his press conference to recall the first time he heard of Clemson
University when a friend of his family, Butch
Zatezalo, went down south from Pennsylvania to
play basketball for the Tigers.
"Suddenly, a team from the South had a patch
of fans in the North, and Clemson stayed with
me from that day forth," Radakovich said.
As a graduate student at the University of Mi-

♦N
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ami, he was also in attendance for the Orange
Bowl on Jan. 3, 1982, a game Clemson won over
Nebraska to capture the school's only football national championship.
He did not get a chance to come to the city
of Clemson and visit Death Valley until 1990
when he was working in the athletic office for
Long Beach State University. The 49ers came
east for coach Ken Hatfield's debut and were
shutout 59-0.
"I distincdy remember the feeling, the atmosphere, the hospitality and the passion. And yes,
the Rock too," Radkovich said of that day. "I remember thinking that this is a place that I want
to be."
Prior to the stint with the Yellow Jackets, Radakovich also worked in the athletic departments
at Louisiana State University, American Univer-

sity and the University of South Carolina.
When the floor opened to questions, the elephant in the room made itself known. Radakovich's past actions had directly led to Georgia Tech's football team being put on probation
and stripped of their 2009 ACC Championship, ironically in a game won over Clemson.
After being explicitly told by the NCAA to
keep head coach Paul Johnson from knowing
about a potential investigation, Radakovich
did just the opposite: an action that stiffened
the penalty on the program.
Barker stepped in first to present his take on
the indiscretion.
"That's something we did a great deal of due
diligence on," Barker said. "A lot of our conversations in the interviews centered around that
issue, because compliance is of great interest to

RORY MCILROY BEATS TIGER
WOODS IN CHINA EXHIBITION
MICHAEL BALIKER
STAFF WRITER

It is not often the two highest
ranked golfers in the world meet up
for a friendly exhibition. That is exactly what golf fans were treated to at
the Jinsha Lake Golf Club in Zhengzhou, China on Monday, dubbed the
"Duel at Jinsha Lake."
Thousands of fans crowded the
Florida-style course to try and catch
a glimpse of Rory Mcllroy and Tiger
Woods, the two participants and top
ranked players in the game. Chaos
surrounded the two superstars, as
"soldiers were forced to link arms in
a human fence to keep people off the
greens. And on the tee boxes there
were so many camera clicks it sounded
like machine gun fire," said SI.com
contributer Alan Shipnuck.
"This is certainly not like most
Mondays," Woods said, after tying for
fourth at the CIMB Classic in Malaysia. "To have this many people come
out and watch us play golf in an exhibition was something special. This
doesn't happen. As far as doing something like this down the road, it would
be fun."
As for the actual match, Mcllroy
proved himself as the No. 1 player in
the world with a five-under 67; edg-

ing out Woods by a shot. Despite all
the distractions occurring behind the
ropes, Mcllroy was as cool as the other
side of the pillow and refused to make
mistakes. He jumped in front early
with birdies on two of the first three
holes and never let Woods get a sniff
of the lead. Mcllroy sealed the deal
on the 18th with a short par putt after Woods launched his approach shot
over the green to diminish his chance
at birdie.
But although the 23-year old
Northern Irishman slipped away with
bragging rights at the end of the day,
the real winner in China was simple:
the game of golf.
With the Ryder Cup four weeks
in the rearview mirror and visions
of Magnolia Lane and The Masters
still a good five months away, golf
fans must have been satisfied to witness an unusual spectacle such as
this. The "duel" may have been far
short of major championship status,
but the sheer rarity of the event was
enough to put fans on the edge of their
seat.
"I think having matches like this to
ptomote the game of golf is what it's
all about," Woods said, speaking to
the exponential growth of the game in
China in the last decade. "We're trying
to promote the game of golf in this region, and it has come a long way since

my first time here 11 years ago."
Still, what fired most people up
about the meeting between Mcllroy
and Woods is the hope that more
head-to-head meetings between the
two will create a historic rivalry. The
only problem with that, however, is
that historic rivalries are not created
in overseas exhibitions. Woods and
Mcllroy got that point across immediately as they were seen talking and
laughing as they strolled the fairways
of Jinsha Lake Golf Club.
Fans are still waiting for that defining moment that all rivalries are
known for. They yearn for the day
when Mcllroy and Woods are paired
in the final group of a major championship to battle it out for a slice of golf
immortality.
But while a rivalry has yet to reach
its zenith in a tournament setting,
Woods believes these head-to-head
meetings will create a different type of
rivalry that will move the game in the
right direction.
"If you look at the history of the
game, it's not like other sports where
the guys play against each other all
the time. Jack (Nicklaus) and Arnold
(Palmer) didn't go at it that often,"
Woods said. "But you know what,
if we can do this for the next 10-15
years, then certainly we can have that
type of rivalry."

Clemson. If I had not been satisfied with his
answers and if the selection committee had not
been satisfied with his answers, we wouldn't be
here today."
Radakovich followed up Barkers remarks on
the issue.
"It was a life-altering experience for me, going
through that process [with the NCAA]. While
you can sometimes teach people these things
with books, there is no better teacher than life.
There were mistakes that were made that I can
guarantee will not be made again. There were
steps that were not taken that will be taken in the
future if something like that ever occurs again."
Radakovich will return to Atlanta for the unveiling of the new basketball facility on Nov. 9
with the aim of starting his new job in Clemson
at the end of November.
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2 Large Handfuls of Boiler Onions (Small red, yellow
and/or white onions)
6 Large Carrots
3 Large Handfuls of Small-Medium Potatoes (Red or
Yukon Gold Potatoes work well)
Medium Package of Miniature Portobello Mushrooms.

4 tablespoons of butter
1 table spoon Rosemary, fresh or dried
Sea Salt and Pepper
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salt, pepper, and various spices will quickly
remedy any flavor deficit.
Despite my admonition to forsake recipes,
it helps to have an idea to start with, and even a
full recipe to fall back on if imagination fails. This
hearty. steW. recipe was inspired by traditional
Irish dishes and can serve as a full meal, fulfilling
nearly every essential food group in a single bowl.

2 Cups of Beef Broth
2 Cups of Dry Red Wine (Malbec and Shiraz pair very
well)

21b Beef, cut into cubes
1/4 tS Cup Whole Wheat Flour

WHAT'S

34

Spencer Kohn
Photo Editor

You can't make a bad stew.
In fact, I would suggest not even following
a recipe; much of the joy of cooking comes
from learning how ingredients interact, and
experimenting with various flavors and
combinations. If you stick to fresh produce and
natural flavors, you really can't go wrong. If
something does taste off, stew is very forgiving;
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Bradshaw's First Friday
Walk
Botanical Gardens
Clemson, S'.'C.
9 a.m.
Free

I David ManI 40 Watt

8 p.m.

Marinate the beef in the red wine and Rosemary for at least an hour. In the meantime,
wash all of the vegetables and mushrooms. Slice into hearty, bite size chunks and place the
onions, potatoes, and carrots in large pot with the beef broth. Turn the heat to medium, and
cover with lid. The vegetables should cook for at least 40 minutes before adding the beef.
After the beef has finished marinating, drain the red wine directly into the vegetables. Toss
the beef cubes in the flour, coating evenly. Meanwhile, brown the butter in a pan, and cook
the beef at high temperature until the outside is thoroughly browned. The centre of the beef
cubes should still be red.
Finally, stir the beef and mushrooms into the stew, along with rosemary, pepper, and sea
salt to taste. Cook at medium to medium high heat, stirring occasionally, until the potatoes are
soft enough to be cut with a fork.
This recipe can be time consuming, yet is extremely fun to make, especially with a
group. While I've provided a recipe above, its only a guide, so alter it as much as you feel
comfortable with. Brown the beef in bacon grease for added flavor, remove it entirely for
a veggie stew and experiment with various types of vegetables. As with all recipes, the end
goal is to just have fun with it.

Arabian Horse Show
T. Ed Garrison Arena

9:30 a.m.
Free

White Denim

Moon Taxi
Georgia Theat

Asheville, N.

Athens, Ga.

8 p.m.
$10

8 p.m.
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What are your political complaints?

The Politics of Facebook
A

Ellen Meny
Staff Writer

This article is about politics, and as any self-respecting
communication studies major will tell you, we pride ourselves
on remaining as fair and balanced as Fox News in the face of the
presidential race. I consider being unbiased one of the highest
honors a communications major can uphold, and will treat it as
such. That being said, I will work hard throughout the article on
remaining completely and totally nonpartisan.
One day, after hosting my annual Abortion and Gay
Marriage Party, I logged onto Facebook and saw that everyone
had suddenly decided to get a political opinion. This situation
isn't too different than the one in the 90s when everyone
suddenly decided to get a Furby. Opinions are somewhat like
Furbies — they speak in tongues and if you feed them too much
spaghetti, they break, and your parents get angry at you. Also,
much like the unlovable mechanical gremlins, while your Furby
was precious to you, no one else really cared about your Furby,
unless they didn't have one. This applies to opinions as well.
Now, I appreciate others' political opinions, I truly do. I
enjoy having intelligent and respectful conversations with people
of either parties, or neither party. But when people announce

on Facebook that you're "worthless" if you don't vote or that
they hate their father because he's a Republican, this makes me
uncomfortable. It makes me uncomfortable because, much like
KONY2012, political complaining on Facebook is as vapid as a
degree in underwater basket-weaving. It achieves nothing except
reducing the author's hernia pain and maybe entertaining a
few of their friends. I'm not going to tell you what to do — if
complaining on Facebook acts as hernia relief, I won't stop you
from, as some people say, "doing you." This is the issue I have
with Facebook. I find Facebook to be a great medium if you
want to callously gain control of people through a premeditated
mixture of charm and wit, but I find it troublesome when people
use Facebook as a medium for complaining about politics.
In essence, Facebook is a fantastic vehicle for political
advertising — using fan pages to gain votes, for instance.
Furthermore, sharing political humor and thoughts is completely
acceptable when it is calm and collected. For instance, I always
chuckle whenever I see Vice President Biden's face, and I
appreciate it when my friends recount the finer points of
Herman Cain's Pokemon references. However, using Facebook
to complain about politics is not always as graceful. If you can
pull it off, then please, go forward and educate the masses, but if
you fumble with your words like a freshman at a fiat party, then
take a step back. I don't want you to hurt yourself.

I'm Making Fetch Happen
Kayla Cobb
Copy Editor

f«j

Wait, What?

Hopefully, by nowyou've heard of Tina Fey's highly quotable and incredibly realistic
200Z<. high school comedy. "Mean Girls." For those of you less familiar with Fey's work,
you may know this movie as the last film where Lindsey Lohan looked like an actual
person and not a rehab junkie, or that one movie Rachel McAdams is blonde in.
One of my all-time favorite scenes is when Gretchen Weiners (her father invented
the toaster strudel) is told off by Regina George for trying to make "fetch" a thing,
apparently a British slang term for cool.
Gretchen: "That is so fetch!"
Regina: "Gretchen, stop'trying to make fetch happen! It's not going to happen!"
Tough words. After watching this scene yet again, I started to ask myself why can't
fetch happen? How does slang come into being and who decides what the next thing
to say is or isn't? The way I saw it, I had two ways to try and answer this question.
Either I could Google the origin of the most popular words and phrases of our time, try
to determine what the connection between these phrases and their popularity is and
develop a theory on how these odd words like "cool" and "radical" came to be a part of
our everyday language, or I could write an article about all of the phrases I'm starting
at Clemson and eavesdrop on.people until I hear one of them stick. Guess which path
I'm taking.
Choice. Let's be honest here — "cool" is on its way out. It was a wonderful word and it more
than served its purpose, but it has been beaten to overuse since the 1930s. (No, really. I Googled
it.) This word has been used to describe awesome or, more commonly, less-than-awesome events
and things for eighty-two years. For those of you keeping track at home, that's four generations
of people slapping the same phrase onto whatever slighdy positive occurrence is going on in their
lives. That's why I think we should give the 80s a throwback and start using the word "choice."
Ferris Bueller used it all throughout his film, Day Off. Still need convincing? Fine, but I don't want
to know you if Mr. Bueller is not enough justification. The sad reality is that we need throwaway
words like "cool" and "awesome." We're at a point in our society where using powerful, emotional
words is just something that you don't do. If you asked me, "Want to get lunch tomorrow?" and I
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said, "That would be fantastic," that would be way too much enthusiasm for such a trivial thing.
We need to express our excitement, but we also need to be cool about this, guys.
Ex: "That Save Ferris shirt is so choice."

FOMO - You all know my opinions about YOLO. If not, I'll give you the condensed
version: Of course you only live once, you idiot. Please stop posting it all over my Facebook.
But FOMO is a completely different story. FOMO stands for Fear Of Missing Out, for those
of you that don't know. I want this word to replace YOLO so much that I can't even handle
typing out YOL- that word, one more time. When you think about it, most things that cause
people to yell "YOLO" are actually caused by a base fear of being left out by your peers, or
FOMO. I'm sure if this catches on with the intensity that other acronym did, I'll hate myself
for writing this article, but until people start tattooing this made up wotd onto their bodies,
I think I can accept FOMO.
Ex: "Even if I get tired of FOMO, I'll act like I still like it because FOMO."

Dank - One of my personal favorites, this word is actually already used - just not
nearly enough. For those of you that have a life that doesn't involve Harcombe breakfast
trips every Sunday for "dank" bagel sandwiches, dank is basically a more awesome
version of the word "awesome." This word was borrowed from stoners as most of our
words, music, movies, shows and brownies are. Regardless of its origin, I just think it
sounds cool. (Side note: This article is next to impossible to write without using "cool"
or "awesome." I think I have a problem.)
Ex: "Man, not saying awesome' is dank."

Poison Me- If you've been alive in this decade, you've probably noticed that we tend to
exaggerate our feelings just a little teeny-tiny bit. This is especially true in college where you
are surrounded by thousands of people under a terrifying amount of stress who still manage
to make terrible life choices almost every weekend because of the beverage I like to call, Dr.
Pepper. Stop me if this sounds familiar: "I can't believe I made out with (insert name here).
UGH. Kill me." Hopefully, whatever undesirable action isn't so horrific that the speaker
literally wants someone to kill them, but by saying "kill me" instead of "that was terrible,"
you better understand how detrimental this situation was. So why don't we get a litde more
creative in our made-up deaths? We've all heard "Shoot me." That's old school. Let's go
Hamlet on this one. Using this phrase won't turn as many heads as talking to a human skull
will, but I'm sure it'll grab someone's attention.
Ex: "If I don't turn this article in soon, my editor is going to poison me."
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I can see the temptation of foaming at the mouth on
Facebook. The only reason I don't complain about politics on
Facebook is because I'm still trying to work out how to execute
basic human functions. I'm overjoyed when I'm able to direct
food into my mouth without dumping it all over my shirt and
then crying. It truly impresses me how infuriated people manage
to get in one status, even when they have better things in life to
occupy their time with, such as their crumbling relationships,
or the fact that they just failed their AlcoholEDU test for the
53rd time. I envision someone hunched over their keyboard,
smashing at the keys and foaming at the mouth as they scream,
"THIS WILL SHOW MITT ROMNEY! I WILL EXPOSE
HIM AS THE ROBOT THAT HE IS! THEN MY MOTHER
WILL FINALLY LOVE ME!"
Although I refuse to tell you what party I stand for, I care
very deeply about politics, and as I was walking back from
my annual Large Government and Higher Taxes celebration, I
thought of a world in which we didn't complain about politics
on Facebook. I thought of a world where instead of vomiting
over people of the opposite party, we made contributions to our
issues of choice and fought for our ideals instead of taking to
the Internet to whine. I envisioned a world where Harcombe
actually made good food. Then I realized that this will probably
never happen.
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Article by: SPENCER KOHIM//PHOTO EDITOR
Colloquially known as the "iPad 3". Apple's newest iteration of the two year-old iPad
improves on the immensely popular design that created the tablet market boom. While
the iPad is still the best-selling product in the tablet market, competitors are popping up
every day. and some are becoming a threat to Apple's tablet near-monopoly.

Price:
For many, the deciding factor in a tablet purchase is the
price. Of course, each tablet has multiple versions: the newest
iPad runs from $500-829, while the Microsoft Surface runs
from $500-700. It's difficult to compare those prices as each
product offers different versions, ranging in memory capacity
and accessories.

Size:
The iPad's familiar 9.5 inch by 7.3 inch vertical rectangle seems
to be the norm for most new tablets, much to Apple's chagrin.
However, the Surface premiers a more horizontal display, the
squatter, longer, 10.8 inch by 6.8 inch screen seemingly designed
for watching high-definition movies, while being subtly awkward
for viewing anything vertically. The size and shape of each design
sends a message about how to use their product: Apple designed
a product that is easily flipped and used from any angle, while
Microsoft obviously intended for the surface to be used primarily
in the horizontal position.

Screen (Visual):
One of the new iPad's biggest selling points was its impressive
pixel count, twice that of the previous model. When confronted
with the Surface's much lower pixel count, many consumers
instantly shy away. Realistically, however, the difference is
not noticeable, and the Surface's screen makes up for any
imperceptible difference with a much less reflective screen that
doesn't smudge as easily. As a result, the Surface displays video
much better than the iPad.

Screen (Touch):
Part of the iPad's initial success is due to its excellent
touch control. Dragging actions were smooth and intuitive,
making the tablet an instant success. While the Surface is just
as smooth, touch actions tend to be narrowly defined. As a
beginner, it can take several tries to swipe away a window or
slide up a new program. The Surface's touch commands can
be annoying and un-intuitive at first, and those unfamiliar
with Windows 8 may become very familiar with the Surface's
manual.

Hardware (Build):
The Surface has a USB port. If that alone were not enough
of a pull, it also has a microSDXC card reader, headphone port
and a HD video out port. Additionally, the Surface has dedicated
magnetic port for a keyboard. A sturdy panel on the back of
the Surface even flips out, providing stabilization and a perfect
viewing angle when paired with one of the two external keyboard
options, "Touch" and "Type."
"Touch" features flat, pressure sensitive surface and offers
better protection as a cover for the Surface, however, the
mechanical keys of "Type" are more natural for most people and
offer much better tactile feedback.

While mobile phones have featured Microsoft's mobile operating system for a while
now, Microsoft is leaping into the tablet market with an entire line of new, innovative
tablet computers, running a operating system very similar to Windows 8.

Overall, the Surface is built like a brick, and I say that in a
good way. It feels like a product you could get away with throwing
at the wall a couple times.
Meanwhile, the iPad has a headphone port and a Lightning
port. You can't plug a USB device directly into it, external keyboards
can be bulky and covers that prop it up tend to be expensive or
prone to sudden collapse. However, the sheer quantity and variety
of accessories available means those with a thicker wallet can easily
remedy any limitations. It's much slimmer than the Surface and
feels significantly more comfortable in the hand. While it seems
to be just as sturdy as the Surface, it feels more light and delicate.
Whether that's a good thing or not is up to personal preference.

Hardware (Electronics):
Computer and tablet performance tend to be summarized
into the chip that powers the graphics, etc. Someone of a more
technical inclination could write an entire book on the subject,
but for the average user, the difference between the Surface and
the iPad is negligible. More importantly, the difference in battery
life between the two devices is similar enough to be a non-issue.
The chip that may actually trigger a buying decision is a tiny
little receiver in the back of the iPad that enables it to receive
4G LTE access. That little chip costs an extra $120 in the iPad
but is not available at all in the Surface, which relies entirely on
Wi-Fi. Many of the new generations of tablets feature 3G or 4G
internet access, so it's somewhat of a surprise that the Surface
does not.

Software and Applications:
The Surface's "Windows RT" operating system looks much
like Windows 8, the successor to Vista. The interface has a slight
learning curve but can do nearly everything that a full laptop
running Windows 8 can. In fact, the Surface's interface looks
significantly more like a laptop than most other tablets.
The iPad operating system is familiar to most people;
externally, it hasn't changed much since the original iPad. It's
extremely intuitive to use, though may seem very different to
anyone who has used only a laptop.
When it comes to applications, the Surface falls far behind
the iPad. Perhaps it's Apple's extensive marketing or longstanding
popularity, but there are precious few applications currently
available for the Surface as compared to the 700,000 apps iPad
users have to choose from. Nonetheless, Microsoft seems to have
Surface users covered with most of the programs they would
need on a daily basis. It's yet to be decided, but Microsoft could
find itself in a Catch-22 position many other companies have
wilted in: needing the product to be popular in order to generate
apps, while needing apps in order for the product to be popular.
It's important to note how the Surface runs apps; much like
any full-size computer, you can minimize or switch instantly in
between programs, running both simultaneously. While iPad
users can switch quickly between apps with few exceptions,
two cannot run at the same time, a major complaint among the
Apple crowd. It's unlikely to' balance out the current lack of apps

for the Surface, but it's an altogether helpful feature.

Summary:
There is a central problem comparing Microsoft's new Surface
with Apple's iPad with Retina Display. While the two are portrayed
as competing products, they are intended for fundamentally
different purposes. Apple's iPad, with its simple, elegant design
and cellular data connectivity, seems designed for light business
and entertainment on-the-go. Meanwhile, the Surface's builtin kickstand and keyboard connector seem to designate it as a
miniature replacement for the modern laptop.

Overall, it's difficult to
decide which is superior.
Each has its strengths and
weaknesses.
When it comes down to it, the iPad has a firm grasp on its
place in the market, while the Surface has yet to dig out a niche.
Microsoft has designed a great product, but it's essentially a
miniature laptop disguised as a tablet. As a tablet, its dearth of
apps and cellular data connectivity doom it to be an industry dud.
As a laptop, the Surface has a few limitations. There are some
things a tablet can't do. like run Solidworks 3D design programs
or add CGI effects to a video. However, for most of us, the current
version Surface can do nearly everything we use our laptops
for, and do it quite well. Some users may have to expand onto
Window's "SkyDrive" cloud storage system to compensate for the
maximum 64 GB storage space, but it's well integrated enough to
not be a major issue.
I could confidently say, in the end, that I could use the Surface
as my only laptop. It's well designed, fun and it has all of the
applications that I need. However, I already have a laptop. I need
it to run Photoshop, so it's not going anywhere soon. I already
have a tablet; it's portable, fun to use and I have a good 60 apps
on it, most of which I never use. It's not going anywhere either.
That's the problem then: the Surface with "Windows RT" is
not going to replace my laptop, and it's not quite as fun or easy
as a replacement my iPad. So where does that leave us, or more
importantly, Microsoft?
The answer is up to the consumers. Personally, I have difficulty
seeing the Surface create a successful sub-niche in a tablet industry
that's already flush with proven devices. However, Microsoft seems
to be aware of that. They've recently announced a version of the
Surface running the Windows 8 operating system used on PCs.
While the Surface running Windows RT may flounder as a tablet,
this promised iteration may be a valid replacement to the laptop
and could even usher a revolution in mobile computing. Time
will have to tell, but even if it proves to be a failure, the Surface is
a well-designed device and may offer a glimpse into the future of
mobile computing.
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KristaWunsche
Staff Writer
We all have that friend who uses obnoxious
abbreviations to transform every other word into a
monosyllable. Get her excited, and it's like she's speaking
another language. Her overuse of abbreviations can be
endearing at first, but you get worried when your own
flawless English becomes compromised. You start using
her favorite phrases facetiously, but over time, they
slip out with less and less sarcasm. Before you know it,
they've become a fixed part of your vocabulary, and
your nightmare has become a reality. You have become
"that" friend, and you're totes big on the abbrevs. For
those of you who haven't made the conversion yet. here's
a handy dictionary so you can attempt to understand the
increasingly abbreviated English language.

Totes (adj.)
Derived from the word "totally," this word can be
used in almost any context. It denotes legitimacy or
completeness. Anywhere that annoying valley girl
from back home can use the phrase "like totally," that
annoying girl from down the hall can use the term
"totes." It's totes versatile. Not to be confused with a
tote bag.

Adorb (adj.)

Vom (verb)

This is the shortened form of the word adorable. It
can refer to anything from your grandmother's new
puppy to that sickeningly in love couple from high
school. When used in context, this phrase is typically
accompanied by a ton of girlish giggles and shrieks.
And I mean it when I say a ton.

Repurposed from the verb vomit, this interjection
denotes profound disgust. It's used to express
displeasure with a situation or person, and it should
always be said as sassily as possible. If spoken with too
little sass. the effect is horribly, horribly ruined.

Example: Eeeeeeeeek! He proposed with an arrangement of10,000
Reese's cups?! That's so adorb! Eeeeeeeeeek!

Example; My life is sooo over. The guy with the spray tan and the wifebeater asked me to formal. Vom!

Cray (adj.)
This term originates from the word crazy. Cray, often
used twice for emphasis (cray-cray), saves girls time
by not pronouncing the second syllable when they're
complaining about other girls. Cray implies a certain
type of hair-pulling violence that is reserved for
obsessive girlfriends and aggressive harpies.
/ heard she looked up his address just to break into his
room and cover his mattress in Cheez-Whiz. Let me tell you,
that bee-otch be cray-cray.

From the word precious, this term is similar to adorb. It
has a slight connotation of endearment and is meant for
cute little siblings and babies. It is often accompanied by
a lot of goooing and gahhing.
Example: Awwwwwww my widdle baby brother made friends with
the puppy! How presh!

That girl with the beehive hairdo totes stole my dress!

Awk (adj.)

Jelly (adj.)

Ohm (adj.)

Not only is this a tasty substance to spread on bread, but
it is also the cute-i-fied form of "jealous." This term is
often used in the phrases "You jelly?" and "I'm so jelly!"

This term is used in place of the word obvious. It is often
used to point out when someone is missing something
apparent or well, obvi.

Example: I just bought the new iPhone!!! You jelly?
OMG! I am so jelly! A slightly bigger screen! A new maps
app! I'm totes behind on technology!

Example: Gangnam style is in Korean!? I thought he was just
speaking Asian!
Girl, where have you been? That's like, obvi.

Fumari Shisha: Premium Blend or Overpriced?
BLOWING SMOKE
Josh Kelly
Columnist
This week we are going to take a look at one of the highergrade shishas. Fumari is a premium shisha that runs about $ 10 for
lOOg (which is on par with other premium mixes like Romman
and Starbuzz), and I would like to say that it is worth it, but so
far, I am not completely convinced it is (Disadvantages include
Romman and Starbuzz, which allows you to buy in 50 grams,
100 grams, 250 grams and 1000 grams quantities while Fumari
only offers 100 grams and 1000 grams options.). However, I will
say that there are more pros than cons.
Fumari is one of the juiciest shisha blends that I have
smoked. This translates to more flavors and a longer lasting
session. However, it also means that you are really limited with
which kind of bowl you use. You can't use a standard Mya, Mod
or Egyptian bowl because the airflow holes in the bottom will
allow the juice to seep out into the base. For the same reason, you
can't use the flip bowl (a personal favorite) because the juice drips
down and puts out the coals, which leaves you with the Vortex
bowl or the Phunnel bowl, both available from hookah-shisha.
com for less than $13 each.
For my hookah-smoking friends and me, figuring out how to
manage heat on the Fumari shisha was a little difficult at first, but
we have finally settled on the Vortex bowl with two natural coals
— either CocoNara or Fantasia's Air-Flow — with a windscreen.
This setup requires little to no moving of the coals during your
session, which typically last about an hour per set of coals.
Additionally, the shisha is kept up to three sessions in most cases.
I have also noticed that while there are some western flavors

(such as Blueberry Muffins) provided by Fumari, they also have
more traditional fruity flavors to choose from. The only problem
I find is that the more traditional flavor options don't taste very
traditional. The White Peach flavor, for example, tastes similar
to the candy peach rings you get from a gas station than actual
peaches. Furthermore, we noticed a degree of homogeny between
several of the flavors that we have tried.
Finally, here's a rundown of the four flavors from Fumari:
White Peach, Blueberry Muffin, Tropical Mango and White
Grape. I recommend that you try White Peach and Blueberry
Muffin. White Peach is closer to the sugary taste peach ring
candies that you can pick up at gas stations, but hey, those
things are really tasty. Blueberry Muffin also doesn't exactiy
deliver on the taste. It tastes something like blueberry muffins,
which is impressive coming from tobacco leaves, but the scent
after smoking this shisha, will having leaving the room smelling
like you just pulled a pan of muffins out of the oven, is perhaps
even more impressive. However, Tropical Mango and White
Grape are more disappointing. Tropical Mango tastes like a less
concentrated version of White Peach, and while White Grape
wasn't horrible, it didn't exacdy have a taste that was reminiscent
of grapes. At $10 for 100 grams, it isn't a flavor that I am willing
to try again.
To sum it up, there are some good things about Fumari
shisha. The best thing about it is that it is juicy, and one 20 grams
bowl can last upwards of three hours under the right conditions.
However, because the flavor doesn't taste as advertised, and is a litde
more expensive than Romman and Starbuzz, this is not my go-to
premium shisha. Both Romman and Starbuzz execute flavor on a
stronger and more consistent level, with Romman being the master
of traditional flavors and Starbuzz the pioneer in the western flavor
experiments. In my opinion, Fumari may be on to something right
now, but they are still the small kid on the block.

■

This classic abbreviation, originally used by English
teachers to denote poorly phrased sentences, has taken
on a whole new application. From the word awkward,
it can now be used to denote any uncomfortable or
embarrassing situation.
Example: T saw my ex's mom today reading "50 Shades of Grey" in
Barnes and Noble! It was so awk.

Follow @TheTigerTimeout for new music,
the latest trends, and mostly random thoughts.

Brooks Center

for the Performing Arts
CLEM SON

UNIVERSITY

The Flying
Karamazov Brothers
Monday, November 5*7 pm
Arrive at the Brooks Center Box Office within one
hour of showtime, show your Clemson student ID,
and pick up a FREE TICKET!
For more information, visit www.clemson.edu/Brooks
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The Coach's Corner
Reasons to do the Olympic lifts:

Hands of Glory
Andrew Bird

Both movements are designed to move the bar from the floor to
overhead. Even the pectoral muscles are heavily involved in keeping the
weight in position during certain parts of the lift.

William Chelton
Columnist

You learn where your weaknesses are with the Olympic lifts because you
can't complete them unless every component of the lift is strong. When
you learn where your weaknesses are you can address them and break
performance plateaus.

DISCLAIMER: William Chelton is not an expert. See a doctor before changing
diet, implementing exercise routine, etc.

TimeOut says:
A companion piece to this
year's Break It Yourself, this
covers-heavy album is a nice
distraction for Bird fanatics, but
little more.

Dreams and Nightmares
Meek Mill

If you want to actually be athletic and not just look
like it, there are plenty of things that you can do. I have
already discussed why using machines is not one of those
things. I also briefly touched on Olympic lifts. Basically,
Olympic lifts are the exact opposite of machines,
because they require a lot of athleticism to master.
Learning the proper lifting technique is an achievement
in itself, a skill which I myself have mastered. Without
getting too loquacious, I will now use a fancy graphic
and some accompanying text to demonstrate what the
Olympic lifts are and why they are my preferred method
of lifting.

The Philadelphia rapper is primarily
famous for being present for Drake
and Chris Brown's barroom brawl,
and judging by this mediocre debut,
he'll stay that way.

Form is so important because the workout plans actually get their
structure from development and maintenance of form. Because the lifts
are so technical, attempting to learn this creates a clear understanding
of physiological factors. Not having this basis means performance gains
are unlikely to happen.

CLEAN & JERK

SNATCH FORM

TimeOut says:

3

The lifts are very taxing on the body because every muscle is being
used all at the same time, with maximum effort. For this same
reason, the lifts are good for developing cardiovascular capacity.
In fact, according to Olympic Weightlifting Resource, in an eightweek Olympic weightlifting program study, participants lowered
their resting heart rate by 8 percent, lean body weight [muscle mass]
increased by 4 percent, fat dropped 6 percent and systolic blood
pressure decreased by 4 percent.

Set hands at shoulder width
on barbell. From ground, lift
past knees. Keep back at same
angle, with lower back arched
the whole time. Keep your eyes
slighdy elevated.

Set hands at wide grip on
barbell. From ground, lift
past knees. Keep back at
same angle, with lower back
arched the whole time. Keep
your eyes slightly elevated.

Tracey Thorn
Tinsel and Lights

TimeOut says:
The former Everything But The
Girl singer's holiday album doesht
bring anything new to the indie rock
Christmas table, but if II suffice for
those who are weary of "A Very She
& Him Christmas."

Past knees, extend body
explosively. First will be
the extension of the hips.
Immediately
following
that, explosive shrugging.
If done with enough force,
extension of calves will
follow. Weightlessness of the
barbell will ensue, as a result
of the momentum.

^

Landing on a Hundrec
Cody ChesnuTT

TimeOut says:
The Atlanta-bom R&B artist's excellent first release in ten years is a rare
example of a crowdsourced album
that doesntfeel labored.

After barbell passes knees,
extend hips explosively, then
shrug explosively, and the
calf extension will follow.
Weightlessness of the bar
will ensue, if done properly.

Using
this
temporary
weightlessness, move your
body
underneath
the
barbell. You will catch it in
the bottom of the overhead
squat. Arms are to be locked
out when catching, with
the bar slightly behind the
head, to maintain balance.
Squat the bar up. Once
fully erect, with weight
overhead, the movement is
officially complete.

While the bar is hopefully moving
up, get under the bar, with elbows
pointing forward. The weight
will be on the front of your
shoulders, near your clavicles. You
will have caught it in a deep front
squat position. Finish the squat so
that you are standing erect with
the weight on your shoulders.

i4
With the weight on your
shoulders, dip your hips
down slightly and explode
on the full re-extension.
While the barbell is moving
upwards, split into a lunge
position with arms locked
out above. Catch the barbell.
Stand up. That is the official
end of the lift.
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IN THEATERS
TODAY:

MOUTH OFTHEWHOOPIE
Brady Brown
Assistant TimeOut Editor
A week from now "Skyfall." the newest entry in the James
Bond franchise, will enter American theaters. The early reviews
are promising, and I honestly cannot wait to see what director

1. Sean Connery
He was the first and the best;
you're going to have a tough time
arguing otherwise. He had the wit,
the style, the look, the attitude,
the bravado and easily the most
consistent output of quality movies.
Choosing Connery's best effort is
tough. His first three ("Dr. No",
"From Russia with Love" and
"Goldfinger") unquestionably come
into play during any respectable
conversation on which Bond flick
is best. I would tell you which
one I prefer, but my answer would
probably be different tomorrow.
Without question, nobody does it
better.

Sam Mendes has put together: Before I continue, I need to make
something clear: I'm a die-hard Bond fan. While writing this
article. I continually glanced at the "From Russia with Love" poster
donning my bedroom wall. I have the original Ian Fleming books
and the complete DVD box set lining my shelves. I've never been
able to get enough Bond and I've put off writing this article for some
time because it hits so close to home. However, with "Skyfall" on the
near horizon, I think it's time. Here are my picks for the men who
do the best job ordering that vodka martini - shaken not stirred.

Wreck-It Ralph

4. Timothy Dalton
Often overlooked, Dalton's
known as the darkest Bond and
most faithful to the literary
Bond. He only made two films,
but both are some of the more
interesting entries into the series
— especially his first, "The
Living Daylights." I would have
liked to see him get the chance at
a third movie, but alas, it wasn't
meant to be. Also, he was in "Hot
Fuzz" during his post-Bond life,
which is pretty awesome.

Whoopie says:
This is a cartoon about video
games. It looks like fun. But
more importantly the main
character is voiced by John C.
Reilly, and all any movie really
needs is John C. Reilly.

Miami Connection

Alt Photos Property of Metro Goldwyn Meyer

5. Roger Moore
2. Daniel Craig
It's arguably too soon to make
this call, but there's just something
about Craig that sets him apart from
the rest. (Maybe it has to do with my
childhood of torment of growing up
knowing I couldn't be Bond because
of my blonde hair.) Some argue he
lacks the humor, but I disagree —
the humor's there; it's just darker.
(As you read this list, it will become
clear that I prefer the darker Bonds.
It's more faithful to the book, as it
should be.) Granted, "Quantum of
Solace" may not have lived up to its
predecessor "Casino Royale," but
that was a tall order to live up to.
Fingers-crossed "Skyfall" brings it all
full circle.

3. George Lazenby
Now this Australian modelturned-fictional international spy
(all overnight by the way) and is
probably the least known of the six.
He only did one, and it happened
to come in between two of the latter
Sean Connery films. But the film
he did is the one I consider the best.
That's right — I consider "On Her
Majesty's Secret Service" the best
Bond film; I know to some that may
be blasphemy, but it took me a little
while come around too. Other than
"Casino Royale," no other Bond
has such a heart. It's a touching love
story all the while embroiled in
the classic international espionage
that makes Bond so great. It's just a
great story. The movie's currently on.
Netflix Instant Queue, so you should
definitely check it out.

Moore did the most Bond movies
out of them all, but about half of them
probably were better off being canned.
I used to think Moore's output was
mosdy forgettable, but I've come
around — just a litde. Roger Moore's
tenure in the series is marked with
outrageous plot lines (even for Bond),
horrible puns and by the end, a James
Bond in his late-fifties is still seducing
girls in their early twenties (just think
about that). However, I have to admit
that when watching them now, they
are more entertaining than most
of the action movies shoveled out
nowadays. Furthermore, a few of them
are outright hilarious. Nowadays, I'm
fine popping in "Moonraker" (the one
where bullets are replaced with laser
beams) every now and then. Keep in
mind, as with all vices, this should be
done in moderation.

6. Pierce Brosnan
Brosnan's first crack at it,
"Goldeneye," is one of the best, but
if only he had stopped while he was
ahead. The movies that followed got
progressively worse, all culminating in
"Die Another Day"; a movie featuring
a Madonna cameo and an invisible
car. Admittedly, that is the one I prefer
second best simply because it really is
that entertainingly bad. Even Brosnan
has admitted that he was just trying to
combine the best qualities of Connery,
along with the best qualities of Moore
to make some sort of James Bond
supergroup — Crosby, Stills & Nash
style. As many gripes as I have with
Brosnan, I hold nothing against the
man because, if nothing else, it looks
like he had fun doing it.

Whoopie says:
This homage to the '80s B
movie looks hilarious. If you're
a fan of "Black Dynamite," this
looks like one for you.

This Must Be
the Place

Whoopie says:
Sean Penn as an aged rock
star past his prime, seeking
revenge for his father. Sounds
good to me.
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Pasatiempos
The Impossible Quiz

Beat the Editor

1. How many actors have portrayed James Bond
in officially sanctioned films?
2. What is the highest grossing film series of
all time?

^^
"X"

5. Which Tennessee whiskey is distilled in a
dry county, meaning that it can't be sold in its
home city?
6. Which state has the moose as its designated
state mammal?
7. What English musical group emerged
from the Liverpool group known as the
Quarrymen?

Think you're getting sick? Drink a
w bunch of orange juice without vodka
this weekend.

SAGITTARIUS

[ Didn't get your absentee ballot in on time?
W You probably just gave the election to the
other g"y-

Nov. 22 -Dec. 2\

«r.

CAPRICORN
Dec. 22-Jan. 79

We appreciate that you're reading the
newspaper, but you have class in three
r minutes, so you should probably put down
the paper and husde over there.

AQUARIUS
Jan. 20 - Feb.

Keep looking at pictures of cars instead of
W studying. It's not procrastinating if you're
going to fail the test anyway.

Brady Brown
Assistant TimeOut Editor

3. What is the most populous city in Australia?
4. Which state is the most religiously
homogenous state in the union?

SCORPIO
Oct. 24 -Nov. 21

Brady's Answers:
1) Six ~
2) Harry Potter
3) Sydney
4) Utah
5) Jack Daniel's
6) Montana
7) The Beatles
Compare your answers with Brady's by
checking on the top of D8!

You know what's worse than complaining
rj" 9>\- PISCES
about the weather? When the weather is
\£ ^W~
W C°W when you leave the house and you
teu. ZU — Marcn 2U\ don't know how to dress because it willbe
warm later.

ARIES
p
^March 2] -April20

*m

£) TAURUS
April2) -May20

i-it GEMINI

nw

FIND RUSTY AND
FRIENDS!

k. May 21 - June 21

Keeping weights in your office is only
w acceptable if you can do more than 1,000
bicep curls in front of all of your coworkers.

Don't complain about that one paper you
W have to write this weekend. You have another
one that you've forgotten.

^

/fej LEO
Vt

?1P July23-Aug. 23
M
ffllM

PHOTO OF THE WEEK

//ML

^

Nathan Pretonus

Be nice to your nerdy friends this weekend.
To them, the news of a new Star Wars film is
pretty much the worst thing since the Beades
broke up.

CANCER
^•^ June 22 - July 22

Rusty the Bear and his friends are hidden
somewhere inside this edition of The Tiger.
Of course, they are much smaller than this.
Good Luck!

'Flowers in the Mist"

mrm*t*%
VlIMrtJ

Even though you can't afford to see Taylor
Swift four times (Charlotte, Columbia and
W two Atlanta shows), you should probably go
anyway because how else will you get over
your ex?
W

Aug. 24- Sept. 22

LIBRA
Sept. 23 - Oct. 23

Don't ask why. Just say yes.

Bring your camera on your camping trip this
because if you run into Sasquatch,

wee|serKl)

you're going to want proof.

You know what's better than watching
"Mad Men" with your roommates?
W Watching "Mad Men" with your
roommates while you're all wearing suits.

SkillLevel: ♦♦♦OOO
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Across
1delighted!
5- Grassy plain
10- Vocalize melodically
14- Disfigure
15- Eye-related
16- Child support?
17- Person skilled in
accounting
19- Teheran's country
20- Bird homes
21- Dog-houses
23- Uncommon sense
25- Located
26- Actor Pitt
29- "
quam videri"
(North Carolina's motto)
31- Summary
35-TKO caller
36- Single entity
37- Disinclined
38- Proclaim
40- Tool to break solid water
41- Immediately
42- Revivalists
43- Cattle call
44- Island in the East
China Sea

45- Roseanne, once
46- Nerve network
47- Toothbrush brand
49- PBS benefactor
51-Ape
54- Campaign tactic
58- Genuine
59- Variety
63- Leeds's river
64- Severe
65- Feminizing suffix
66- Ran, as colors
67- Former Russian rulers
68- Changes color
Down
1old cowhand...
2- Fresh-water fish
3- Some pens
4- Chewed the scenery
5- Swindle
6- Quick on the uptake
7- 1959 Kingston Trio hit
8- The little finger
9- Group of eight
10- Superficial
11-As to
12- Oscar winner Patricia

13- Mil. leaders
18- Battleship letters
22- The communication
system of the body
24- Pound parts
25- Fast flier
26- Carplike fish
27-car
28- Under way
30- Sprechen
Deutsch?
32- Serious wrongdoing
33- Cravat
34- Tea type
36- Straighten out
37- Nut of an oak
39- Clean
40- Comparative suffix
42- Apprehend
45- Explosions
46- Battered
48- As
resort
50- Cornerstone abbr.
51- Seize
52- Trompe 1'
53- Infrequent
55- Start of a counting
rhyme

56- Actress Heche
57- Numbered rds.
60- Neptune's domain
61- Eight-time Norris
Trophy winner
62- "ER" extras
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For the answers to
this week's puzzles
go to:
thetigernews.com

COMMANDMENTS

Katie Zottnick
Columnist
When confronted by your closet every morning, it may be helpful to think of
fashion as a type of religion. I am not saying that every Sunday you have to pray to
Bergdorf Goodman, Neiman Marcus or Saks Fifth Avenue, but instead, like religion,
there are certain guidelines you ought to be aware of when it comes to putting yourself
together each morning.

Think classy, not trashy. If you
are trying to decide between the
bikini top with leggings (insert
horror here) or a shirt and jeans,
please do the right thing and go
with the latter. You never know
who you may see.

Be sensible with choices. While
those heels are gorgeous, if you are
going to be walking all over campus
.it would be in your best interests to
stick to flats. It is still your decision,
but do you really want your feet to
detach themselves from your body
and kill you?

Do not try too hard. Okay, yes, do put a little bit of effort into
clothing yourself, but spending hours getting ready is not worth
the time or the trouble, especially if you are going to sweat all the
work away whilst lugging your books around campus. Besides, it
is apparent if you try too hard to dress well, just like it is apparent
when somebody tries too hard in a relationship.
Wear pieces that flatter your body type. Not
everybody is the same size or shape as Rosie
Huntington-Whiteley, so even though she may pull
off leather pants with her small frame, it does not
mean that everybody can pull off leather pants. Do
not try to wear a size small when you know that you
should be wearing a size medium (Again, going back
to sensible choices.) This will help both you and the
eyes of the people around you.
Be adventurous. "When you smile, the whole world
smiles with you." If you are told something looks nice,
vyet you are not comfortable wearing it, toss it aside and
find something more suited to your liking. Dress to fit
your style and your taste because it shows when you are
confident and happy in what you are wearing.

Do not wear leggings. I hate to repeat myself, but
it has proved necessary. While pixie pants are okay,
leggings are not - there is a big difference^
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FOR SALE OR LEASE

THE

"Come for the water. Stay for thefriends"

Cottages and Paired Homes in Waterfront Community
5 minutes from Clemson campus.

Carolina

VI WIN KOI T
Tom Wmkopp -■

■■

■ -.■•

- - -■

Phone: 864 654 7549 for Leasing • 864 654 2200 for Sales
www.thepieratclemson.com
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